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Executive Summary 

purpose 
To provide additional long-range airlift, the Air Force is developing and 
plans to buy 210 C-17 aircraft at a cost of about $26 billion (in fiscal 
year 1986 dollars). Since this acquisition was pqxmed, there has been 
much debate about the validity of the Air Force’s analysis, which shows 
the G17 to be the most cost effective way for the Air Force to meet its 

I airlift requirements. 
I 
I 

The Chairman, House Committee on Armed ServJces, asked GAO to 
review the Air Force’s analysis leading to the decision to buy the G17 
aircraft. 

Background In 1981, the Department of Defense (DOD) identified a need for addi- 
tional long-range airlift capability. A fiscally corrastrasned goal of being 
able to airlift 66 million ton-miles per day (MTM/&IY) was established. At 
that tune, the Air Force’s long-range airlift capability was about 29 MTMI 
dry. 

I To increase its airlift capability, the Air Force took a number of steps in 
1982, including buying 60 G6 and 44 KG10 airc@t. When these steps 
are completed around 1989, the Air Force expects to have a long-range 
airlift capability of about 49 MTM/&LY. I 

ln 1983, the Air Force also analyzed alternativeb to further increase its 
long-range airlift capability to reach the 66 MTIVI]~~~ goal. The aherna- 
tives involved buying either additional G6s or e G17 aircraft. The Air 
Force concluded that the G17, which is still in $ e research and develop 
ment stage, was the more cost effective. The AU Force based its decision 
not only on the lifecycle costs of the alternativ , but also on how well 
each alternative met mission requirements and t fected manpower 
levels, force stabilization, and force moderniza~on. 

The Air Force has continued research and devel,opment on the G17 and, 
through fiscal year 1986, has obligated almost $600 million for the 
Program. 

The Air Force received an initial $60 million to produce the G17 in 
fiscal year 1987, and over the next 6 years, plans to request about $14 
bfflion to develop and buy it. 

’ Results in Brief Assuming the C-17 comes close to meeting its cost and performance 
objectives and is used for routine direct delivery in wartime, it should 



provide overall advantages to the Air Force over the GS, including 
lower life-cycle costs. 

However, to reach the established airlift goal, total acquisition and life- 
cycle costs will likely exceed the amounts estimated by the Air Force, 
regardkss of whether it adopts the C-6 or the G17 alternative. 

Pfincipd Findings 

‘A-Cycle Costs Higher C-17 acquisition costs could be more than offset by lower oper- 
ating and support costs, resulting in lower C-17 life-cycle costs over the 
C-6 alternative. The C-17 is expected to be more fuel efficient than the 
G6 and to require significantly less maintenance. Warranty provisions 
in the C-17 development contract could help to ensure that the G17 will 
achieve proJected reliability and maintainability requirements. How- 
ever, most of the G17’s life-cycle cost advantage results from its 
expected capability to routinely direct deliver to forward operating loca- 
tions and perform some intratheater shuttle missions. With that capa- 
bility, some older G13Os to be retired would not haveto be replaced 
under the G17 alternative as they would under the G6 alternative. 

N jlitary Utility 

I 

The G17 offers the potential to provide greater military utility than the 
G6. While the G6 is a very capable aircraft, it cannot match the C-17’s 
expected capability to land and operate at a wider range of airfields 
closer to the battle area. This flexibility could reduce the time it takes to 
position forces to meet wartime needs. The Air Force says it will rou- 
tinely use the G17 for direct deliveries, including deliveries to poten- 
tially hostile areas. This use is key to achieving the full potential b 

benefits from the G17. 

? 4 rsonnel~ Requirements 
\ 
I 

The C-17 alternative could require about 12,900 fewer personnel than 
the C-6 alternative. About 60 percent of the estimated personnel savings 
would result from not replacing some older C-1308 as they are retired. 
The remainder is expected to result from lower C-17 maintenance 
requirements. 
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Executive f3ummuy 

Increases m Capability Because the C-6 is now being produced and the first C-17 is not planned 
for delivery until 1990, the G6 alternative could allow the Air Force to 
increase its airlift capability more quickly. However, in its analysis, the 
Air Force has programmed a higher peak production rate for the C-17 as 
compared to the G6 so that both would reach the 66 MTM/~~Y goal at 
about the same time. With similar production rates, the C-6 alternative 
would reach the 66 MTM/~~Y goal about 6 years earlier than the C-17 
alternative. 

Cost Estimates To reach the 66 nrr~/day goal, the life-cycle cost of either the G17 or the 
G6 alternative will likely exceed the Air Force’s estimates. This under- 
estimation is due to optimistic assumptions concerning the wartime utili- 
zation rates for both aircraft. If it continues with the C-17 program, the 
Air Force, in addition to the 210 C-179 it plans to buy, may need to buy 
29 more at a cost of about $2.3 billion (in fiscal year 1986 dollars). If it 
selects the C-6 alternative, the Air Force may need to buy 46 more C-69 
than the 181 currently protected, at an additional cost of about 53.6 bil- 
lion (in fiscal year 1986 dollars). 

Agency Comments and In its comments on a draft of GAO'S report, DOD agreed with most of GAO'S 

GAO’s Evaluation 
analyses and conclusions (see app. I). However, DOD disagreed with some 
of GAO'S adjustments to the Air Force’s life-cycle cost analysis as well as 
GAO’S conclusion that the G17 wartime utilization rate may be too high. 
After further discussion with DOD, GAO modified its life-cycle cost a.@&- 
ment on the number of G130s to be retired and replaced under the G6 
alternative. However, GAO continues to believe that (1) its other life- 
cycle cost aQustments are valid and (2) the G17 surge utilization rate 
may be too high. 

I 

Contractor Comments A draft of this report was provided to the Lockheed Corporation and the 

and GAO’s Evaluation 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation for their review and comment. 

In its comments, Lockheed stated that it believes the number of aircraft 
to be acquired under the C-6 alternative could be reduced because the 
G6’s average payload has been understated by the Air Force. That, cou- 
pled with its belief that the operating and support costs for the C-6 have 
been overstated by the Air Force, would result in a significantly lower 
life-cycle cost for the C-6 alternative. In addition, Iockheed believes that 
the operational utility given to direct delivery by the Air Force is 
overstated. 
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These issues were carefully evaluated during GAO’S review and are dis- 
cussedinitsreport.However, a~Ocxm~uestobeliev~that (1)thedirect 
delivery concept could be militarily significant, (2) thb G6’s average 
payload has been only slightly understated and woul 
affect the number of G6s to be acquired, and (3) the b 

not significantly 
17 alternative 

should provide lower life-cycle costs over the C-6 alternative. 

McDonnell Douglas agreed with the conclusions contained in GAO’S draft 
report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

To achieve national security objectives, the Department of Defense (DOD) 
has developed a military strategy based on a mix of forces stationed in 
the United States and oversess. The strategy depends on having the 
capability to rapidly deploy and sustain U.S. forces on a worldwide 
basis. The ability to move forces with sufficient equipment and supplies 
to distant locations may make military action by opposing forces less 
likely and, should deterrence fail, may decrease the force size needed for 
victory. A balanced mobility program, consisting of airlift, sealift, and 
pre-positioning, is considered essential for this purpose. 

Airlift is fast and flexible and may be the only viable option when land 
or sea access is limited, forces are required deep inland, or timeliness is 
vital. However, it has a limited capacity and, for most force deployment, 
is airfield dependent. Sealift has a greater capacity and some flexibility, 
but is slow and seaport dependent. Preposition@ reduces overall long- 
range movement requirements, but it has limited flexibility and may be 
more vulnerable. 

The Air Force’s Military Airlift Command (MA(=) is responsible for airlift 
within DOD. MAC’s pescetime mission is to maintain an airlift system in a 
constant state of readiness to provide air mobility to U.S. forces, mili- 
tary assistance programs, and disaster relief operations. In wartime, WC 
provides airlift resources on a global basis to deploy combat forces and 
their equipment and to resupply those forces once in place. MAC is also 
charged with coordinating and developing airlift doctrine, strategy, and 
operational plans under the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JC3). 

The Air Force airlift system includes the active-duty Air Force, U.S. Air 
Force Reserve, Air National Guard, and the Civil Reserve Air Fleet 
(am). MAC operates G6, G141, KGlO, and G130 aircraft in the United 
States, Europe, and the Far East. Air Force Reserve and National Guard 
forces also operate G6, C-141, and C-130 aircraft. The CRAF program is ’ 
made up of U.S. air carriers who voluntarily commit to provide aircraft, 
crews, support personnel and equipment, and facilities to MA(: under 
specified emergency conditions1 

Types of Aircraft Airlift is normally classified as either intertheater (from one theater of 
operation to another) or intratheater (operations within a theater). 



Intertheater airlift is generally between main operating bases and is usu- 
ally traneoceanic. Currently, intertheater airlift operations would be 
conducted by G6, C-141, KGlO, and CRAF aircraft. After troops and 
equipment arrive in the theater via airlift, sealift, or pre-positioning, 
surface transportation or intratheater airlift-currently G130 air- 
craft-transport them between main operating bases or seaports and 
forward operating locations. Intratheater airlift, under the control of the 
theater commander, also provides for, among other things, movement 
within the forward aress and for evacuation of casualties. 

Illtertheater Airlift 
Requirements 

I 

To determine the mix of airlift, sealift, and pre-positioning that would 
provide an acceptable U.S. response to military contingencies in the 
19909, the/Defense Authorization Act of 1981 required DOD to better 
define overall US. mobility requirements. The resulting study published 
in April 1981, entitled the Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study 
(CMMEI), and prepared by the services, the JCS, and DOID compared existing 
and planned increases in airlift capabilities with the projected needs in 
different conflict situations. The study concluded that DOD needed an 
intertheater airlift capability of 66 million ton-miles per day (MTM/~~Y). 
This capability was considered a minimum goal, constrained by fiscal 
pressures; it did not fully satisfy the projected requirements of any of 
the conflict situations that were studied. 

MTM/day, the measure of capability commonly used for long-range airlift, 
is a function of an aircraft’s speed, utilization rate, and payload and a 
standard productivity factor. The goal of airlift, however, is to deliver 
combat troops and equipment as close to their final destination as pos- 
sible, while maintaining unit integrity. In light of thid goal, the CMMS con- 
cluded that DOD’S intertheater airlift capability was lacking not only in 
quantity, but alsO in quality. For example, little or no intertheater airlift 
capability existed to deliver military cargo and personnel to small air- 
fields, which are more likely to be closer to the final destinations. F’ur- 
ther, neither existing intertheater nor intratheater aircraft could 
routinely deliver outsize cargo, such as tanks and helicopters, to smaller 
forward operating airfields. Therefore, as will be discussed later, an sir- 
craft’s MTM/~.@ capability wss only one of several considerations in the 
Air Force’s analysis of alternative airlift force structures. 

, 

tratheat& Airlift After arriving in a theater by airlift and/or sealift, equipment and 
troops often must be reshipped by intratheater transportation, such ss 
aircraft, rail, or truck, to a location where they can be organized into 
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fighting units. Similarly, prepositioned materials may have to be trans- 
ported within the theater to where they are needed. In some scenarios, 
such as in a Southwest Asian conflict, the primary intratheater move- 
ment would be by airlift. 

DOD considers the current inventory of Cl3013 to be inadequate to sup 
port its intratheater deployment and resupply requirements. DOD'S anal- 
yses also show that the requirement to transfer cargo from inter-theater 
to intratheater aircraft causes main operating bsse saturation, which 
delays delivery to the users. 

Until now, the need for more intratheater airlift has km well docu- 
mented, but not well quantified. Since 1983, DOD has been attempting to 
quantify the total intratheater mobility requirement. However, that 
effort, entitled the Worldwide Intratheater Mobility Study, is not 
expected to be completed until mid-1987. Upon completion of this study, 
DOD plans to update its intratheater mobility plans. 

Matching Intertheater Following the CMMS, the Air Force began to analyke how best to increase 

Airlift Capabilities to 
its intertheater airlift capability to meet the 66 &~~/day goal. That effort, 
culminating in the publication of the Airlift Master Plan in 1983, 

Requirements included an assessment of DOD’S existing and prolected airlift 
capabilities. 

DOD’S airlift capabilities include contributions from both the military air- 
lift fleet and CRAF. As shown in table 1.1, the Air Force computed the 
total inter-theater airlift capability available in fiscal year 1983 ss 28.7 
MTM/~IIY, or 37.3 MTM/~~Y short of the 66 MTM/W goal. Intertheater airlift 
aircraft included 234 operational G141s designed to carry bulk (mili- 
tary pallets) and oversize (non-palletized) cargo ;snd 70 operational 
G6As designed to carry all types of cargo, incl&ng outsize (cargo that ’ 
exceeds the capabilities of the G141). The G141 and C-6 capabilities, 
however, were considered to be less than optimal because of shortages 
of spare parts and crews. In addition, none of the CRAF aircraft were 
capable of carrying outsize cargo. 

The need for additional inter-theater airlift prompted a number of imme- 
diate. actions. In addition to providing additional spare parts and crews 
to increase the capabilities of the existing Gllis and GSs, the Air Force 
bought 60 G6B (44 operationsl and 6 trainers/backups) and 44 KG10 
aircraft (41 operational and 3 trainers/backups). The acquisition of 16 
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additional KGlOs was in process at that time. The Air Force also initi- 
ated a CEUF enhancement program to increase its capability. These ini- 
tiatives are expected to be completed in fiscal year 1989 at a cost of 
over $10 billion. However, because of changes taking place within the 
airline industry, the Air Force projected that the existing CRAF capability 
would decline-nearly offsetting the effect of the CRAF enhancement 
program. Nevertheless, the Air Force protected that these actions, when 
completed in fiscal year 1989, would increase its airlift capability to 
48.6 m/day, 17.6 wm/day short of its 66 m/day goal. 

Starting in the late lQQOs, the Air Force plans to retire 64 G141s. To 
prolong the service lives of the remaining C-1419, the Air Force plans to 
reduce the aircraft’s use. (The Air Force rationale for these actions is 
ditmmed on p. 36.) The net result of these proposed actions was pro- 
jected to be a loss of 9.6 m/day in airlift capability by fiscal year 1998. 
Combined with the 17.6 ~/day shortfall discus& above, the total 
intertheater shortfall was projected to be 27 MTM/~~Y by fiscal year 1998. 

t iklm 1.1:Actu8lubd Pfojocw 
I atw AhlIft CIprbllnlm and 
lBlyMlfrllr 

1 

Figuresin lvlTM/day 

Alronfl typo 
c-141 
C-5 
CRAF 
KC-10 
TOtA 

1963 
(Acturl~ 

10.9 
6.9 

10.9 
0 

29.7 

Flscalyaar 
1999 

VW-WY 
14.2 
185 
11.3 
45 

46.6 

PM=+Gf 
4.7b 

18.5 
11.3 
4.5 

39.0 

GOd 66.0 86.0 66.0 
Shortfall (37.31 (175) (27 0) 

Wflecte a reduction of about 10 percent for avlift withheld for potential use by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

bReflect# Air Force propoeals to retlre some C-1418 and reduce use of remalnlng C-1418 b 

To obtain the 66 ~~~/day, the Air Force recommended in its 1983 Airlift 
Master Plan that the G17 be developed and produced. The C-17, being 
developed by the McDonnell Douglas Corporation, is expected to mod- 
ernize the airlift fleet and improve U.S. capability to rapidly project, 
reinforce, and sustain combat forces worldwide. It will be a multiengine 
turbofan wide-body aircraft capable of airlifting a substantial payload 
over intercontinental distances without refueling. It will be specifically 
designed to deliver outsize combat equipment and cargo to small, aus- 
tere airfields and will be capable of in-flight refueling to increase its 
range and payload. 
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Through fiscal year 1986, the Air Force has obligated almost $600 mii- 
Iion for research and development on the C-17. The Air Force received 
an initial $60 mihion in C-17 procurement funding for fiscal year 1987 
as weII as $660 mihion for continuing research and development. For 
fiscaI years 1988 through 1992, the Air Force plans to request about 
$13.9 bilhon in additional G17 program funding-about $2.8 billion for 
research and development and about $11.1 billion for procurement. 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 

Armed Services. Cur objective was to determine whether the Air Force’s 
analysis and underlying assumptions, which led to the selection of the 
C-17, were reasonable. 

We examined how the Air Force formukted its Airlift Master Plan and 
identified the specific assumptions used. We asses& the reasonableness 
of the assumptions that were influential to the decision. We determined 
if better or more current data were available and evaluated that data’s 
impact on the Air Force’s anaIysis. On a selective basis, we tested the 
sensitivity of the results of the analysis to various changes in the 
assumptions. 

We did not evaluate the reasonableness of the 66 MTM/~~Y intertheater 
airlift goal” or attempt to define other alternative force structures. Cur 
analysis focused on the Air Force’s two major aiternative force struc- 
tures presented in the Airlift Master Plan: the C-6 force structure 
(option C) and the C-17 force structure (option D). 

We conducted our review in accordance with generally accepted govern- 
ment auditing standards from May through December 1986. During our 
review, we gathered and analyzed data from a wide range of sources 
and held discussions with officials at the follow@ locations: h 

. Headquarters, Office of the 8ecretary of Defense, Washington, DC. 
l Headquarters, Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C. 
l Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. 
l Military AirIift Command, Scott Air Force Base, Iihnois. 
l Air Force Systems Command’s Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright- 

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 
. Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 

%OD has a study underway with the goal of revalia or revbing lntertheate.r airlift 
requirementcr. 



l McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Washington, DC., and Long Beach, 
California. 

l Lockheed Corporation, Washington, DC., and Marietta, Georgia. 

We also interviewed individuals from the Congressional Budget Office, 
the Heritage Foundation, and the Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 
who have studied strategic airlift issues. 
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Chapter 2 

Altmnative Airlift Force Structures 
Analyzed by the Air Force 

In September 1983, the Air Force, responding to the results of the Con- 
gressionally Mandated Mobility Study, published its Airlift Master Plan. 
Developed jointly by MAC and Air Force Headquarters, it represents the 
Air Force’s plan to increase its intertheater airlift capabilities and to 
modernize its airlift forces. The Secretary of Defense and the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff subsequently endorsed the Air Force’s plan to procure 
the G17, which was the preferred alternative identified in the Airlift 
Master Plan. 

Air Force Objectives The Air Force evaluated alternative ways to meet the intertheater airlift 
requirements against the following ob&!c!tives: 

1. Minimke life-cycle costs (which include acquisition costs and oper- 
ating and support costs for 30 years). 

2. Achieve intertheater airlift requirement of 66 MTM/~~Y, while not 
reducing existing intratheater airlift capability. 

3. Maximize military utility. Considerations included (a) capability for 
direct delivery to forward operating locations, (b) ability to operate into 
small airfields with limited facilities, (c) ease of cargo onloading and 
offloading, (d) ability to carry all major types of dombat equipment, (e) 
ability to airdrop combat equipment and troops, and (f) ability to be 
refueled in flight. 

4. Consider pressures to reduce manpower costs as well as the dimin- 
ishing size of the available manpower pool. 

6. Achieve force stability and avoid costly site activations and deactiva- 
tions by maintaining, as much as possible, the then-current airlift force 
size and unit structure. 1 

6. Modernize the airlift force. 

i Alternative Force The Air Force evaluated six alternative force structures, which were all 

Structures Analyzed 
equal in terms of their intertheater airlift capabihty. Alternatives A, C, 
and E were based on buying additional G6s, and alternatives B, D, and F 
on developing and buying the C-17. Table 2.1 shows the changes each 

1 
1 alternative would have on the proJected fiscal year 1989 airlift force 

structure. 
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T&e 2.1: Changer to Flaad bar 1089 
I 

wf-. ~UlldWAhllft Numbuofommtbdrlr6mfI' 
motor Phn Altomdv.0 Flecal f 

y’a’tIz 
Alrcmfttypo atrwtum A b c D E F 

/ KC-10 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C-141 (Active) 234 0 0 -234 -234 -234 -234 
c-141 (Reserve) 0 0 0 +1&l +150 0 0 
C-13O(older models) 522 0 0 -150 -150 -150 -150 
C-130 (new aircraft) 0 0 0 +1&l 0 +1&l 0 
c-5 110 f101 0 +155 0 +lQl 0 
c-17 0 0 +115 0 +150 0 +220 

a23 +101 +115 +102 -54 -43 -la4 

Woe8 not include aircraft used for training purposes or airomft unevailabk because of maintenance 

c)pt ions A and B: Additive This analysis added airlift aircraft to the number programmed to exist 
orces 

1 

in fiscal year 1989 so as to reach the 66 MTM/W capability. No consider- 
ation was given to retiring any of the aging G141 or C-130 aircraft. 
Option A involved the acquisition of 101 operational G6s (see fig. 2.1), 
and option B involved the acquisition of 116 operational G17s (see fig. 
2.2). 

The Air Force rejected both options because, although they met the 66 
rtfr~/day delivery requirement, they did not meet its hfe-cycle cost, man- 
power requirements, or force modernization ObJectives. The Air Force 
found that both options cost at least $13 billion (fii year 1982 dol- 
lars) more and required at least 10,000 more personnel than option D- 
the alternative force structure eventually recommended by the Air 
Force. In addition, the Air Force concluded that the G6 alternative 
(option A) provided no capability to routinely deliver outsize cargo to 
forward operating locations. Finally, because no C-1BOs or G141s were 
to be retired or have their use curtailed, the Air Force found that neither 
option would modernize the existing airlift force. 
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C&tions C and D: 
bfodemized Forces 

This analysis assumed the use of the fiscal year 1989 programmed force, 
while anticipating the major force structure changes that would need to 
occur in the 1990s. Roth alternatives assumed that 64 G141s would be 
retired and the remaining 180 G141s transferred to the Reserves with 
fewer crews per aircraft and that 180 G130s would be retired. Option C 
involved the acquisition of 166 operational G6s and 180 new G13Os to 
replace the G13Os to be retired. Option D involved the acquisition of 
189 operational G17s. In this option, no replacement was projected for b 
the 180 G130s to be retired as in option C because 
assumed to be capable of picking up the workload o 

The Air Force analysis concluded that both options C and D met the 66 
MTM/CIIIY delivery requirement and satisfied the force modernization and 
stabilization objectives. However, the Air Force concluded that the G17 
alternative (option D) was superior to the C-6 alternative (option C) in 
military utility, life-cycle cost-$16.1 billion (fiscal year 1982 dollars) 
less on a 30-year life-cycle basis-and manpower demands (option D 
required 14,800 fewer personnel). In addition, the Air Force analysis 
showed that the G17 alternative (option D) provided 7,000 tons per day 
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more in intratheater capability than the G6 alternative (option C) even 
with the retirement of the 180 older G13Os. 

Oplzons E and F: Img-Term The third phase of the evaluation was to determine the best force struc- 
Forces ture to meet airlift requirements while replacing the entire C-141 fleet. 

All G141s were scheduled to be retired no later than 2016. This evalua- 
tion was intended to ensure that the recommended force structure for 
1998 would provide for a smooth transition to a longer term force struc- 
ture that did not include the G141. 

option E involved the acquisition of 191 operational G6s and 180 new 
G13Os to replace 180 older G13Os. Option F involved the acquisition of 
220 operational G17s which, in addition to meeting W&heater airlift 
needs, was expected to increase intratheater airlift capabilities without 
replacing the 180 G13Os to be retired in the 1990s. 

The Air Force analysis showed that, although thelG6 alternative (option 
E) met the 06 ~/day delivery requirements, it would not provide for 
the routine delivery of outsize equipment to forward operating loca- 
tions. On the other hand, the G17 alternative (option F) not only met 
the delivery requirements and the military utility objective, but, com- 
pared to the C-6 alternative (option E), cost $17.9 billion (fiscal year 
1982 dollars) less on a 30-year life-cycle basis and required 16,600 fewer 
personnel. Neither alternative was viewed as a realistic option for the 
1998 time frame, however, because 180 G141s would still be opera- 
tional. Nonetheless, the Air Force considered the C-17 alternative 
(option F) to be the preferred framework on which to build the airlift 
force structure of the future. 

I 
j Recommended Force 
1 Structure 

I 
Satisfied that the G17 alternative (option D) best met its criteria, the 
Air Force selected this plan to be its airlift force $tmcture for the 1998 
time frame. This option envisions that, as the remaining G141s are 
retired, they will be replaced with additional G17s in the 2010 to 2016 
time frame. 

The assumptions used by the Air Force played a crucial role in the 
results of the analyses, and, by extension, the choice between the G17 
and ES alternatives. In the following chapters, tie discuss the key 
assumptions as well as the sensitivity of the “bottom line” to changes in 
some of those assumptions. 
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Air Force Analysis of G5 
and G17 Al&natives 

The Air Force believes that the C-17 is the clear and obvious choice over 
the C-6 to be the backbone of its future intertheater airlift force struc- 
ture because it is expected to fully meet or exceed all of its objectives 
while the G6 does not. In arriving at its conclusion, the Air Force 
assumed that the G17 will achieve all of its performance requirements, 
that its capabilities, including direct delivery, will be fully utilized; and 
that the cost of the G17 program will not exceed current estimates. 

The Air Force believes that the C-17 program involves low technical risk 
because it uses proven commercial aircraft engines and other previously 
demonstrated capabilities. However, the G17 is still in full-scale engi- 
neering development, and a significant amount of design and engi- 
neering work remains. The first G17 will not be assembled for testing 
until January 1990, and flight testing is not planned until September 
1990. As a result, the actual capabilities of the C-17 and the total cost of 
the program may not be known until the early to mid-1990s. On the 
other hand, the G6’s capabilities are known, based on years of Air Force 
operational experience with the aircraft. 

Using the Air Force’s stated objectives (see p. 16), this chapter discusses 
the Air Force’s analysis of the G6 and El7 alternatives (options C and 
D) as originally structured. It also discusses the results of an October 
1986 updated life-cycle cost analysis, prepared by the Air Force at our 
request. 

Military Utility The Air Force compared its experience in operating the C-6 with the 
projected performance of the G17 and concluded that the G17 would 
meet or exceed all aspects of the military utility objective while the G6 
would not. A major advantage is that the C-17 is being designed to rou- 
tinely deliver the full range of military cargo intosmall airfields with b 
limited facilities. According to the Air Force, this direct delivery capa- 
bility will be militarily significant when achieved: and utilized. 

I 

j Direct Delivery Rather than delivering cargo in the traditional manner to main operating 
bases and then moving it by intratheater airlift or by ground transporta- 
tion to its final destination, the C-17 is being designed to routinely 
deliver all types of cargo directly from the United States to airfields 
closest to their final destinations. Such deliveries could also be made to 
staging areas where forces would be assembled before final delivery 
near the combat area. The specific distance of the delivery area from the 
battle area would depend on the scenario, but it would generally be 
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within 62 to 124 miles and could be within 12 to 19 miles. While the C-6 
is capable of performing direct deliveries to larger airfields, only the 
G130 can now routinely deliver to smaller airfields. However, the G130 
cannot move outsize cargo. The G13Os have been used for many years 
to deliver small forces to forward airfields; however, the routine direct 
delivery of larger units to smaller airfields has not been done. 

While a relatively large airfield may be nearby the final destination, it is 
more likely that the closest usable airfield will be relatively small and 
have limited facilities. Deliveries directly from the United States to 
where they are needed would eliminate some intratheater delivery 
requirements (by air or land) at a savings of time and an increase in 
productivity. The Air Force believes that, if properly implemented, 
direct delivery could 

l reduce congestion at the main operating bases where airlift forces must 
share available space with several other types of forces; 

l improve unit integrity, which means a cohesive fighting force of per- 
sonnel and their full array of equipment; and 

. facilitate a faster force closure rate, which is the speed with which a 
fully equipped fighting force becomes available for deployment against 
the enemy. 

The Air Force strongly believes that the C-17 will permit it to more fully 
employ the direct delivery concept than the G6 would permit. The 
direct delivery concept is a driving force in the design and development 
of the G17 because, in representative combat scenasios, the Air Force 
expects a high percentage of G17s to direct deliver. The G17’s pro- 
jected capabilities to land on short airfields and to maneuver within 
restrictive and crowded facilities are keys to its direct delivery 
capability. 

Over the past several years, there has been considerable debate con- 
cerning the comparative capabilities of the G6 and the C-17.8 The Air 
Force and Lockheed disagree over whether the G6 can routinely and 
safely operate into and within small airfields. Lockheed maintains that 
the C-6 was designed to do this and, although never fully demonstrated, 
should be able to do it today. The Air Force has restricted the C-6 fleet 
to airf’ields greater than 6,000 feet in length. The Air Force believes that 
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’ GmundManeuvering 

the G6 cannot routinely and safely land or take off from small airfields. 
The Air Force states that such operations would require operating near 
the limits of aircraft and aircrew capability with very little margin of 
safety. 

We do not expect to see agreement anytime soon between the Air Force 
and Lockheed on what constitutes routine and safe operation of the G6 
or on what the G6 can and cannot do. However, the C-17’s capabilities 
to land in and take off from small airfields, although not demonstrated, 
are expected to be slightly better than the capabilities even Lockheed 
attributes to the G6 and significantly better than the small airfield 
capabilities attributed to the G6 by the Air Force. 

The Air Force has specified that the G17 should be able to deliver out- 
size cargo into airfields at which only the G130 could previously 
operate. The G17 is being designed to routinely and safely operate into 
airfields with runways as short as 3,300 feet in length and 90 feet in 
width with 166,966 pounds of cargo-virtually it.4 maximum payload. 
McDonnell Douglas officials believe that, based on completed wind 
tunnel test data, the C-17 will be able to routinely deliver a 172,200- 
pound payload into runways as short as 2,600 feet. This G17 capability 
is attributed to the use of powered lift technology, which permits 
steeper descent angles and slower approach speeds. The use of a heads- 
up display-which presents flight information on: a transparent screen 
at eye level-is expected to help the pilot accurately land the G17 close 
to a specific point on the runway. The ability to touch down close to the 
beginning of the runway is a key feature to safely landing and stopping 
on a short runway. 

Runway length and width are not the only factors affecting an aircraft’s 
ability to efficiently use small airfields. Such airfiilds may also have 1 

small taxiways and parking areas. These factors limit the number of air- 
craft that the airfield can handle at one time and,itherefore, the quan- 
tity of cargo that can be delivered in a given period of time. Also, the Air 
Force does not plan to routinely operate either the C-6 or the G17 on 
unimproved airfield surfaces because there are over 10,000 airfields 
worldwide that have prepared surfaces and the @obability of aircraft 
damage increases when operated on other than prepared surfaces. 

The Air Force believes that the C-17 will be more, capable than the C-6 in 
operating within restrictive and crowded airfields and in staying on the 
prepared airfield surfaces because of its smaller size (wingspan, length, 
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etc.) and its routine capability to back up. For example, those features 
are expected to permit the G17 to make a 1Wdegree turn within a 
smaller area than the C-6 can. The C-17’s turning radius should also 
permit it to turn onto a narrow taxiway without going off the prepared 
surface while the C-6 may have to. While Air Force tests have shown 
that the C-6 does have some capability to back up, that capability is 
more limited than that expected of the G17. 

The G17’s smaller physical size and improved ground maneuverability 
should also enable it to more efficiently use the available parking areas. 
One DOD anaIysis, for example, using a Southwest Asian scenario, 
showed a clear advantage for the C-17 in total cargo delivered by virtue 
of, among other things, its more efficient use of available ramp space 
and its reduced ground turnaround time. Even where the G6’s access to 
an airfield is not restricted (as was assumed in this analysis), the G17’s 
expected maneuverability, backup capability, and faster turnaround 
times should enable the Air Force to deliver more cargo per day to a 
location than can be expected with the C-6. Those qualities would also 
help to prevent airbase saturation and diversion situations. 

Use of Cl7 in Potentially Hostile 
jlrefts 

Crucial to achieving the full direct delivery potential of the G17 is the 
willingness of the Air Force to risk landing such an expensive aircraft at 

I , forward operating locations during wartime. Air Force officials state 
that the C-17 would be used for such roles when required. They added 
that the forward operating locations near the forward edge of the battle 
area are expected to be fairly secure when airlift operations are con- 
ducted there. The Air Force also states that C-17 design features-accel- 
eration, deceleration, climb and descent rates, and redundant systems- 
are intended to increase its survivability. 

The issue of using the C-17 or other airlift aircraft in potentially hostile ’ 
areas is likely to remain unresolved until the need for such aircraft 
arises. In selecting aircraft for each mission, military leaders will need to 
make Judgments as to the risks and alternatives involved when oper- 
ating in potentially hostile environments. Nevertheless, because of 
potential airfield congestion problems and the possibility that an enemy 
may focus its attention on such lucrative targets as main operating 
bases, the flexibility of the C-17 to routinely use a greater number of 
alternative and potentially less vulnerable airfields may prove not only 
desirable but also vital. 



Airdrop Capabilities 

I 

Another aspect of military utility that favors the G17 is its planned 
ability to airdrop troops, equipment, and supplies from high altitudes 
and to extract equipment and supplies from low altitudes. These capa- 
bilities are highly regarded by the biggest user of airlift-the Army. The 
G6 was not designed for low altitude parachute extraction, and 
although the Air Force has never fully tested or used the C-S’s airdrop 
capability, it does acknowledge that it exists. 

Other Aspects of Military An analysis prepared for the Office of the Secretary of Defense shows 
Upility that the C-17 could be used effectively for certain periods of time exclu- 

, I sively for intratheater shuttling. However, using the C-17 in this manner 
, would reduce its intertheater airlift capability. Intratheater shuttling / 
/ may be needed, for example, when sealift cargo arrives in the theater or 
I when deployed forces need to be repositioned quickly. The C-17 may 

also be capable of augmenting the G130 fleet when the use of the C-17’s 
larger capacity is justified in cases such as the resup$ly of bulk ammuni- 

/ tion or fuel or in longer range intratheater missions, such as those antici- 
pated in Southwest Asia. 

creasing Airlift Capability Because the C-6 is now in production and the first G117 is not planned 
for delivery until 1990, selecting the C-6 option would allow the Air 
Force to increase its airlift capability more quickly. At the same time, 
the way the Air Force has structured its acquisition plans, both options 
would reach the 66 MTM/&LY goal by the year 2000:’ the G6s would be 
produced at a rate of 18 per year while the C-17 would be produced at a 
peak rate of 29 per year. 

Because Lockheed has the necessary plant capacity, it is feasible to pro- 
duce the 181 G6s earlier than is projected by the Air Force. At a pro- 
duction rate of 24 G6s per year, for example, the intertheater airlift I 
goal would be reached by about fiscal year 1996 rather than 2000. On 
the other hand, concern has been raised during congressional hearings 
as to whether the assumed production rate for the C-17 is too high. If it 
were reduced to a maximum of 24 aircraft per year versus the currently 

‘5incetheAirllltMasterPlanwaecompleted,theAirForcehaadeddedtodecreaeethenumberof 
oper8tlon8l G6a dready In the lnvmtory in order to lnm the number of C&a used at3 tratners/ 
b8ckupf3. Consequently, both tbhamtlvea will 8chieve less totail 8lrllft c8pWlty when fully tmple- 
mented, and the G6 8ltern8tive ie expected to whieve only 06.88 MTM/day rather than 06 MTM/day 
ln add&ion, while the Airlift Master Plan diwueed 
1988, the updated Air Force andysin 
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projected maximum rate of 29, the intertheater airlift goal would not be 
reached until fiscal year 2001 rather than 2000. 

In its review of a draft of this report, non commented that if a compar- 
ison were made at the maximum tooling capacity rate for each air- 
craft-30 for the C-6 and 36 for the C-l’l-each alternative would reach 
the goal more rapidly, with the G6 alternative reaching the goal 3 years 
earlier. 

Life-Cycle Costs In its updated cost analysis, the Air Force concluded that the C-17 alter- 
native would cost $29.3 billion (in f’iscal year 1986 dollars) less on a life- 
cycle basis than the G6 alternative. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of 
the updated analysis. 

I 
Tabk 8.1: Upctmtod Air Form 
Chparhon of Coata Under C-5 and Dollars in billions 
&;l-rtomatlvor (Fiscal Year 1986 Annual 

Total pp@nUng 
I acqulaltlon rd l uppoft 2Gyear Ilk- 

coot war cycle co& 
c-17 rltomrtivo 
210 C-17s $26.4 $1.25 $639 

I All other aircraftC 0 2.76 62.6 
I , Totrl $26.4 $4.01 $146.7 
I c-6 rltorMtlv0 

181 CXs $15.9 $1.88 $72.3 
198 new C-1308 38 035 143 
All other avcraftO 2.98 694 
Tot81 *lg.70 $6.21 $176.0 

Difference $6.7 , ($1.20) ($29 3) 

When all &craft are fully deployed 
b 

bAcquirition coat plus 30 years of operation and support cost 

GExpected to be n the alrllft Inventory as of fmcal year 2000. 

Our review of the Air Force’s analysis showed that the G17 alternative 
should be less costly than the C-6 alternative on a life-cycle basis, 
although the cost savings may not be as great as stated by the Air Force. 
As shown in table 3.2, our aQustment.s to the Air Force’s updated esti- 
mates show that the G17 alternative would still cost $16.7 billion less 
on a life-cycle basis than the C-6 alternative. Even if the older C-1309 to 
be retired were replaced under the C-17 alternative, the G17 alternative 
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would cost (after our aQustments> about $2.7 billion less than the G6 
alternative. 

Tablo 2.2: Comparloon ol C-5 and C-17 
Alwmatlvor’ 

90 
u8ted UWCycrk Corrb Dollars In billions 

(Fiscal Year 1988 Ilars) Annual 
Total 

acqulaltlon 
opwatlng 

l nd ruppott Syoar Ilk- 
coat corr oyclo come 

C-17 altamatlve 
I 210 C-178 $26.4 , $1.34 $666 

All other aircraW 0 j 094 
Tcrtrl $26.4 $166.0 

c-5 rltomatlva 
181 C-58 $15.9 $1.76 3693 
198 new c-130s 3.5 035 14.0 
All bther alrcrafP 0 1 2.98 894 
Total 

Difference 

When all aircraft are fully deployed 

$18.4 1 $s.ll $172.7 

$7.0 ($0.79) ($16.7) 

%quisiticn cost plue 30 years of operation and support cost 

cExpected to be in the airlift Inventory as of fmcal yew 2000 

Selected aspects of the Air Force’s life-cycle cost analysis and our 
a.Qustments to it are discussed below. 

C- 17 Life-Cycle Cost In its analysis of the life-cycle costs of the alternative force structures 
Advantage Remains Even for the Airlift Master Plan, the Air Force did not discount current dol- 

When Costs Are Discounted lars. The lack of a discounted life-cycle cost analysis has led to concern 

at Various Rates that the cost savings for the G17 alternative may be overstated. Our 
preference is that, in performing life-cycle analyses, current dollars be b 
discounted using the average yield on Treasury obligations maturing 
during the period of anticipated expenditures. 

In its updated analysis, the Air Force computed the life-cycle costs of 
the C-6 and G17 alternatives using a wide range ‘of discount rates. This 
analysis showed the G17 alternative to have layer life-cycle costs using 
a range of discount rates up to 30 percent, well beyond the average yield 
of Treasury obligations maturing during the per&i of anticipated 
expenditures. 



Acquisition costs The Air Force’s updated analysis estimated that 181 C-Ss-166 opera- 
tional and 26 trainers/backups-procured at the rate of 18 per year 
starting in fiscal year 1988 would cost $16.9 billion, or $87.8 million per 
aircraft in fiscal year 1986 dollars (see table 3.3). The cost to procure 
198 (5130s to replace the 180 operational C-1309 to be retired was esti- 
mated by the Air Force at $3.8 billion, or $19.3 million per aircraft in 
fiscal year 1986 dollars. 

The Air Force estimated the acquisition cost for the 210 G17s (180 
operational and 30 trainers/backups) at $26.4 billion, or $126.6 million 
per aircraft in fiscal year 1986 dollars. No replacement for the retiring 
G130s was programmed; it was assumed that C-17 direct delivery and 
intratheater shuttle capabilities would obviate the need to replace older 
G130s, 

Tablo 3.3: Updated Air Forw 
Gomprrlwn of Aoquhltbn Coots’ For Dollars in milhons 
c-5 ad C-l? AltorMtlvo, Flacal YOW 1986 dollan Then-war dollarr 
I Total Unit TOM Unlt 

C-5 rttomatlve 
181 C-58 $15,891 $87.8 $20,166 $111.4 

I 198 C-1308 3,811 193 4,837 24.4 
Tot4 $l%to? mm 
C-17 l omrtlvo 

! 210c-178 $28,355b $125.5 $33,736b $1606 

I ‘Do not include any costs wxrrred prlor to flecal year 1987 or any mMary Conetruction costs 

boo0 ha8 wbwquent~y informed us that the C-17’s projected acqul8ltlon cost ha8 increased by $414 
million in f&al year 1986 dollar8 We have not included this cost increa8e n our celculatlone, but it 
would not have a material effect on the outcome of the cost analysis 

The number of aircraft to be acquired under each alternative was deter- 
mined by the Air Force based on the expected MTM/day contribution of L 
each aircraft, which in turn depends on their average payload and surge 
utilization rate. Because the G6 is larger, its avera& payload is about 
44 percent greater than the G17’s. On the other hand, the C-17’s surge 
utilization rate (see p. 42) is expected to be about 22 percent greater 
than the C-6’s because of its reduced maintenance requirements and 
ground-handling time. As a result, the capability of the G6 is calculated 
to be 0.171 MTM/~~Y, or 12.6 percent greater than the G17’s 0.162 MTMI 
day capability. Accordingly, 180 G17s are needed to provide approxi- 
mately the same MTM/~~Y capability as 166 G6s. 
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jImpact of Different Production 
;RatesonGS andG17Acquisition 
jpsts 

Lower Cl30 Unit Coat could 
Reduce C-6 Al~mative’s 
Acquisition Costs 

Repiacement of Older C13Os could 
j BeDelayed 

For the remainder of this chapter, we confine our discussion to the surge 
utilization rates and quantities of aircraft discus& above. In chapter 4, 
however, we discuss the likelihood that neither 166 additional C-69 nor 
180 G17s will aIIow the Air Force to reach its 66 MTM/&LY intertheater 
airlift goal because of likely reductions in both aircrafts’ surge utihza- 
tion rates. Although both alternatives wiII need more aircraft to achieve 
66 MTM/&Y, the additional costs involved would not affect the results of 
the Air Force’s analysis showing the G17 to be more cost effective than 
the G6. In fact, the cost advantage of the C-17 over the G6 increases 
when additional aircraft quantities are considered. 

As we discussed earlier, a higher G6 production rate is feasible and 
would result in the C-6 alternative meeting the 66 MTM/~~Y goal much 
earlier. Similarly, if the C-17 production rate were to decrease, the G17 
alternative would meet the 66 MTM/~~Y goal later than currently antici- 
pated. A higher C-6 production rate and a lower C-17 production rate 
may reduce the total acquisition cost of the G6 alternative and increase 
that of the C-17, although the changes may be small when changes in 
tooling and other fiied production costs are taken into account. How- 
ever, a higher G6 production rate would increase that alternative’s 
near-term acquisition costs. 

The Air Force estimated the unit acquisition cost of the C-130 at $19.3 
million in fiscal year 1986 dollars. However, the estimated unit acquisi- 
tion cost of 16 G13Os to be delivered in 1987 was about S16 million. 
Adding the 10 percent factor used by the Air Force for spares, support, 
and other costs, yields, in our view, a more appropriate C-130 unit 
acquisition cost of about $17.6 million. At that urdt cost, the G6 aitema- 
tive’s acquisition costs would be about $327 miliion less in fiscal year 
1986 dollars than estimated by the Air Force. b 

The Airlift Master Plan discusses the need to retire and replace G13Os 
as they reach the end of their service lives. It shows the earliest date the 
retirements would occur as the early 2000s. For the C-6 alternative, 
however, the Air Force plans to start procuring new G13Os in fiscal 
year 1987. This replacement, based on their remaining service lives, 
appears to be at least 6, if not 10, years before it is necessary. Delaying 
the start of C-130 procurements until the mid-1990s would not affect 
the life-cycle cost of the C-6 alternative in fiscal year 1986 dollars, but it 
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would reduce near-term acquisition co& under that alternative. Never- 
theless, DOD states that the near-term retirement of some older G13Os 
may be desirable in order to avoid the increasing coat to maintain them 
in the airlift fleet. 

Operating and Support 
CO&S 

The Air Force estimates that, when fully implemented in fiscal year 
2000, the C-17 force structure will cost $1.2 billion (in fiscal year 1986 
dollars), or more than 20 percent, less to operate and support annually 
than the C-6 force structure (see table 3.1). That difference is a key 
factor in the G17 alternative’s life-cycle cost advantage over the C-6 
alternative. 

The Air Force’s updated cost analysis made detailed estimates of the 
operating and support costs of the airlift force structures under the C-6 
and C-17 alternatives. However, we do not fully concur with some of its 
assumptions. For example, the Air Force assumed that all 166 opera- 
tional G6s under the C-6 alternative would be assigned to Active/ 
Reserve Associate squadrons while 48 of the 180 operational C-17s 
under the G17 alternative would be assigned to Reserve squadrons. The 
net result favors, somewhat artificially in our view, the C-17 alternative. 
The following discussion compares the key components of the operating 
and support costs of the 180 operational G17s in the G17 alternative to 
the operating and support costs of the 166 operational G6s and the 
additional 180 operational G13Os in the G6 alternative. 

Cost to Operate and Support 
Ad$W~eG130s Under the G6 

About 8360 million of the $1.2 billion difference between the two force 
structures is attributable to the annual cost to operate and support the 
smaller number of G130s in the C-17 force structure (see table 3.4). This 
smaller number is a direct result of the assumed capability of the G17 to 
deliver directly to forward locations and to perform intratheater shut- ’ 
tles-obviating the need to replace some older G130s as they retire. 

The Air Force assumes that the retiring G130s would have to be 
replaced under the C-6 alternative because it does not believe that the 
G6 can routinely and safely operate into what is defined as a C-130 
type airfield (3,000 to 3,600 feet in length). Lockheed believes the C-6 
can routinely and safely land on runways that are less than 6,009 feet in 
length. If the Air Force were to relax its restriction on the C-6 landing on 
runways less than 6,000 feet in length, the C-6 could potentially be used 
for at least some direct deliveries to smaller airfields in the 4,000- to 
6,000-foot length range. Some G130s might, therefore, possibly be 
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retired without replacement under the C-6 alternative without reducing 
the existing intratheater capability. 

C-6 Annual Operating and Support 
C+a May Be Slightly Overstated 

When a C-17 and a C-6 are assigned to the same types of squadrons and 
are flown roughly equivalent numbers of peacetime flying hours, the Air 
Force estimates the annual cost to operate and support a C-17 to be 

I $7.46 million versus $12.08 million for a G6. The G6 annual cost factor 
is baaed primarily on historical cost experience in operating the GSA. 
However, these costs are higher than the Air Force currently expects the 
C-6B will cost to operate and support. Using current cost factors, the 
annual operating and support costs per G6B would be S 11.4 million, or 
about $0.7 million lower than the cost used in the Air pierce analysis. 

I The operating and support difference between the G5 and G17 is 
attributable primarily to the pro, ected fuel efficiency and lower mainte- 

I name costs of the G17. 

Lockheed maintains that the annual operating and support cost used for 
the C-6 by the Air Force was too high because the number of peacetime 
flying hours used in its calculation was too high. Although the peacetime 
flying hours prOJe&!d for the new G6s to be acquired are higher than 
historical C-6 experience, the Air Force projected them on the basis of 
aircrew training requirements, the same basis used for projecting 
G17 peacetime flying hours. We believe the Air Force’s use of the same 
basis for projecting peacetime flying hour requirements for new aircraft 
to be procured under both the G6 and G17 alternatives provides the 
consistency needed to ensure a fair cost comparison of these 
alternatives. 

In commenting on a draft of this report, DOD officials istated that, by 
focusing only on the annual operating and support costs of the new air- 
craft to be obtained under either alternative, we exclnde another differ- 
ence in operating and support cost between the two #hernatives. That 

b 

difference results from the Air Force assumption that the 70 G6s 
already in the inventory would have to be flown much more each year 
under the GS alternative than under the C-17 alternative in order to 
meet annual training requirements. Although not considered by the Air 
Force, there are other less costly ways of meeting annual training 
requirements under the C-6 alternative. For example, additional G13Os 
could be assigned to active squadrons and used to provide aircrew 
training rather than increasing the hours for the 70 existing C-69. We 
are not contending, however, that the C-6 flying hours should be held at 
the lower level but rather that they should be held constant under both 



alternatives when computing operating costs for aircraft already in the 
inventory. 

Lomr G17 Fuel Consumption 

I 

Annual fuel savings of 180 G17s compared to 166 G6s are expected to 
be about $71 million. The G17 is expected to consume 2,289 gallons of 
fuel per flying hour, versus 3,606 for the G6. After factoring in the 
G6’s greater cargo capacity, the G17 is projected to be about 27 percent 
more fuel efficient per MTM/C& of airlift capability. 

The Air Force’s calculations were based on fuel consumption rates pro- 
~ected by the engine manufacturer for the G17. The C-17 engine, made 
by Pratt and Whitney, is currently being used on commercial Boeing 767 
aircraft. The commercial engine’s fuel consumption rates for these air- 
craft are at or below Pratt and Whitney’s initial estimates for commer- 
cial airline service. 

Most of the remaining difference in the two aircrafts’ operating and sup 
port costs is attributable to the C-17’s expected greater reliability and 
better maintainability, which translates into fewer maintenance inspec- 
tions, actions, and personnel and fewer spare parts and other materials. 
The G17 is being designed to be simpler, more reliable, and more easily 
maintained than the G6. Reasons for the G17’s lower maintenance costs 
include the following. 

l Interchangeable parts are to be used to the maximum extent to reduce 
supply requirements. 

l Designed-in maintenance accessibility is expected to simplify mainte- 
nance procedures and reduce maintenance time. 

l Built-in test features are to be used to reduce maintenance 
troubleshooting and fault isolation times as well as to reduce support 
equipment requirements. 

l Modem, proven subsystems are to be used to take advantage of their 
high reliability. 

The G17 development contract has warranty clauses that, among other 
things, require the attainment of a fleetwide average of 18.6 mainte- 
nance manhours per flying hour (MMH per FH) when the cumulative fleet 
flying hours reach 100,000 hours. If the equivalent of 18.6 MMH per FH is 
not achieved during a 30day demonstration under operational condi- 
tions, McDonnell Douglas can be required to make the necessary design 
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and equipment changes to satisfy that requirement with no increase in 
contract price. 

The G17 maintenance warranty requirements 
lower than currently being achieved on the C-6 t 

more than 60 percent 
(about 40 MwI per FH) 

and 26 percent lower than the operational experience of the G141 
(about 26 to 30 MMH per FH). Considering that a @gnificant amount of 
design emphasis is being placed on the G17’s reliability and maintain- 
abiIity and the extensive reliability and ability warranties in 
the C-17 development contract, the Air Force to have reason- 
able assurance that C-17 maintenance costs be much lower than 
those of the G6. 

Manpower 
Requirement8 

Despite the larger number of aircraft and additional crews per aircraft 
under the G17 alternative, the total fleet of 180 operational G17s is 
expected to require 17,348 personnel compared with 22,464 for 166 
G6s, a difference of 6,116 personnel. Presented another way, the G17 is 
expected to require 634 personnel for each MTM/&LY of capability, while 
the C-6 requires 842 personnel, or 33 percent more for the same 
capability. I 

The significantly improved reliability and maintainability projected for 
the C-17 are key reasons for fewer maintenance personnel. In addition, 
the El7 is being designed to be flown by a cockpit crew of two and to 
have its cargo managed by a single loadmaster, while the C-6 normally is 
required to have two pilots, two flight engin 

T 

, and at least two 
loadmasters. F’inahy, a savings of 7,788 perso el is expected with the 
retirement of older G130s without replaceme t under the G17 ahema- 
We. For the G6 alternative, the Air Force assumed that those aircraft 
would have to be replaced and the related pe$onnel retained. b 

Cur calculations, using Air Force assumption$ show that 2,282 more 
personnel will be needed under the G17 alternative than would have 
been assigned to the airlift force projected for fiscal year 1989. That 
number, however, is still 12,904 personnel fev er than required for the 
updated C-6 alternative. Other key factors in r: eeping force structure 
personnel needs down were the retirement of 64 G141s and the reduced 
use of the remaining 180 G141s, thus eliminating the need for about 
7,300 personnel. 
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wanted to stabilize the number of aircraft in its airlift force. The Air 
Force expected to avoid the costs of airbase activations, deactivations, 
and facility construction by maintaining a force size and unit structure 
comparable to that of the current active and reseive airlift units. 

Since the Airlift Master Plan was prepared in 1983, changes have taken 
place. Based on congressional direction and budgetary considerations, 
some GSs are being transferred to the Reserves and-will be operated at 
lower peacetime rates. Some G17s, as acquired, will@ sent to the 
Reserve forces. In addition, 80 C-1418 will be transferred to the 
Reserves instead of the planned WI-the other 100 will remain in the 
Active forces. However, in accordance with the Airlift Master Plan, all 
180 G141s are still expected to be used much less in order to conserve 
their remaining service lives. These actions reflect an Air Force policy of 
maintaining some of each airlift aircraft type in the Reserves. 

As shown in table 3.4, the C-17 alternative calls for a force structure 
with 64 fewer aircraft than the updated fiscal year 1989 projection, 
while the G6 alternative, including the replacement of older G130s, 
calls for 102 more aircraft. 

qblo 3.4 Comparkon of Ahaft 
Ouantltlor Under C-6 and C-17 
Alltomatlvor 

Aircraft Typo 
C-5 (acke) 
c-5 (reserves) 
C-141 (active) 

C-141 (reserves) 
c-17 (actw) 
c-17 (reserves) 
KC-1 0 (actwe) 

Numbw of opwatlonal aircraft 
~l~&~*w& AlternatIve 

OtruCtU~ c-s c-17 
70 226 70 
40 40 40 

218 100 100 

16 80 80 I 
0 0 132 
0 0 48 

57 57 57 
C-130 iactwej 228 228 190 
C-130 hservesl 294 294 152 
Total 833 1,026 888 

site Activations and Deactivations Although the Airlift Master Plan cited the desirability of minimizing site 
activations and deactivations, no analysis was made at that time of the 
ability of the current airlift airbases to support the alternative force 

I 
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structures. Under the G6 alternative, there is a net increase of 102 air- 
craft. Because of the C-6’s large size, Air Force officials indicated that 
additional sites might have to be activated; this potential cost haa not 
been determined. On the other hand, the G17 alternative involves a 
slight decrease in the total number of aircraft. Because the C-17 is sim- 
ilar in size to the C-141, Air Force officials suggested that the facilities 
used for the retiring C-141s could be used for some of the G17s, and site 
activations and maJor renovations could be kept to a minimum. 

I 

Modernizing the Force In its analysis leading to the Airlift Master Plan, the Air Force concluded 
I that, if no actions were taken to manage their remaining useful lives, the 

entire fleet of 234 operational C-141s would have to be retired starting 
in the late 1990s. If this issue were not addressed, the Air Force would 
face the prospect of building up to an airlift capability of 66 MTM/~~Y by 
the late 1990s and then having that capability reduced as the C-1419 
were retired. Instead, the Air Force decided to retire 64 operational 
G141s in the late 1990s and to prolong the useful lives of the other 180 
operational G141s by reducing their annual rate of use. 

/ Extending the Lives of 
c-141s 

Over 90 percent of the C-141 fleet is expected to reach the end of its 
current service life-in terms of accumulated flying hours-by fiscal 
year 2004 if the Air Force continues to fly G141s in excess of 1,100 
hours per year. Although none are absolute, aircraft retirement deci- 
sions are based on many factors, including calendar age, number of 
accumulated flying hours, type of use, and aircraft condition. Such deci- 
sions also include consideration of the reliability of the aircraft’s subsys- 

/ ’ 
, 

tems and the availability of replacement parts. The latter point becomes 
a key consideration for aircraft that are 20 or more years old. 

If the Air Force could extend the useful service life of its C-141 fleet, b 
fewer G6Bs or G17s would be needed to meet the 66 MTM/&LY goal. 
While it may be possible to extend the G141’s service life, no complete 
analysis of the necessary actions and costs has been done. Preliminary 
analyses have been made on extending the life of the airframe, but anal- 
yses on extending the service life of the aircraft’s electronic, hydraulic, 
and propulsion systems will not be completed until May 1987. Even if 
the service lives were extended, a C-141 replacement would probably be 
needed no later than 2016 at current usage rates: 

If it were cost effective to extend the useful lives of the G141s, only 121 
G6s (104 operational) or 136 G17s (117 operational) would have to be 
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acquired, rather than the 181 G6s and 210 C-178 now planned to reach 
the Air Force’s intertheater goal. As shown in table 3.6, using these 
assumptions, the C-17 alternative would cost about $13.4 billion less 
than the C-6 alternative. In this case, the G17 optio~/~ would require 
about 11,400 fewer personnel than the C-6 option. 

T&la 3.& Coot Comprrlaon of C-8 l nd 
ql7AltomauvorW~ AllC-141 Annual 
WrcnftA~nRotdnodInthaAlrllfl Tow oFnmW 
Invmtory (Fiscal Year 1986 Dollars) acqulaltlon and8uppofl 2Oywrllk- 

coat cow cyclecoaf 
I C-17rltomNvo 

136 c-17s $21.1 $087 $472 
270 C-141s c 0.6od 180 
All other aircraft@ 0 298 094 
Totrl $21.1 $MS $154.8 

I 

c-s l lbmatlvo 
121 c-b 
198 new C-1308 

$11.2 $1.18 $466 
3.5 0.35 14.0 

270 C-141 s 
All other aIrcraW 
TOW 

Difference 

c 0604 180 
0 2.98 894 

$14.7 $6.11 $188.0 

$6.4 @Q*66~ ($13.4) 

When all aircraft are fully deployed. 

bAcquisition cost plus 30 years of operation and support coat 

The Air Force has not completed Ito analyslo of the feasibility and cost of further extendmg the C-1418’ 
rmrvica Iwee. 

dAdditlonal operatmg and support cost for the Increased use of all 234 operatmal C-1418 

.Expected to be n the airM inventory as of fiscal year 2WO. 

Comparing the above data with that shown in table 3.2, we find that the 
life-cycle cost of the G17 alternative when all 234 C-1419 are retained in 
the inventory and fully utilized is about $1.4 billion iess than the life- 
cycle cost of the G17 alternative chosen by the Air Force. The cost com- 
parison, however, does not consider the as-yet-undetermined cost to 
extend the service lives of the G141s. Nonetheless, the G17 alternative 
chosen by the Air Force should provide advantages in terms of military 
utility and lower personnel requirements. 

, 

Conclusions Assuming the G17 comes close to meeting its cost and performance 
objectives and the aircraft is used for routine direct delivery in wartime, 
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it should provide overall advantages to the Air Force over the G6, 
including lower life-cycle costs. 

We believe the most critical assumption used in the Air Force’s analysis 
involves the routine direct delivery concept. The Air Force (as well as 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff) believes that the capability to routinely direct 
deliver to forward airfields will provide significant military benefits and 
that it can be fully implemented only with the GlT. While concern 
remains outside DOD about whether the Air Force will use the G17 in 
potentially hostile areas, Air Force officials state that the aircraft can 
and will be used in such areas when the situation dictates. The Air Force 
also believes that the C-17’s flexibility to use alternative airfields is not 
Just desirable, but necessary, because of main operating base congestion, 
among other things. 

With the C-17’s expected ability to routinely direct deliver all types of 
cargo as well as to perform intratheater shuttle missions, the Air Force 
should not require as many G130 aircraft to move cargo within the the- 
ater under the G17 alternative as under the G6 alternative. Accord- 
ingly, older C-1309 could be retired under the C-17 alternative without 
replacement and without degrading intratheater airlift capability. The 
life-cycle costs associated with those C-1309 are 4 m@or contributor to 
the life-cycle cost advantage of the G17 alternative as well as to its 
lower personnel requirements. However, even if the G130s to be retired 
are replaced under the C-17 alternative, the life-cycle costs and per- 
sonnel requirements for the 210 G17s may be less than those for the 
181 G6s if the Air Force’s projections prove to be reasonably accurate. 

Agency Comments and With the exception of the size of the C-17’s life-cycle cost advantage, DOD 

1 GAO Evaluation 
, 
j 
1 I 
I 

I 

concurs with the analyses and conclusions in this chapter. In the life- 
cycle cost area, DOD took issue with (1) the quantities of C-13&4 to be b 
replaced in the G6 alternative and (2) the annual flying hours-and the 
annual operating and support cost-assumed for the C-69 already in the 
inventory. Upon further discussion with DOD, we determined that the 
number of G13Os we used was accurately taken from the Air Force’s 
updated cost analysis, but its inclusion in the analysis by the Air Force 
was not appropriate. We have admsted our cost analyses to reflect the 
appropriate quantity. We disagree with DOD's ratlonale for assuming dif- 
ferent annual flying hour programs for the sameaircraft under the dif- 
ferent alternatives being considered. As discussed earlier in this 
chapter, we believe it is essential to estimate the cost for existing C-6 
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aircraft the same under either alternative in order to ensure a fair cost 
comparison. 
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Chapter 4 

Additional Aircraft May Be Needed to Meet 
Intertheater Airlift Goal 

Regardless of whether the Air Force buys the C-17 or the C-6 to meet its 
intertheater airlift goal, the cost to implement either alternative will 
most likely exceed the amounts reflected in the Airlift Master Plan or in 
the Air Force’s updated cost estimates. This underestimation is due to 
optimistic assumptions concerning the wartime surge utilization rates of 
the two aircraft. If the Air Force continues with the C-17 program, it 
may need 29 additional G17s to offset a likely keduction in its wartime 
surge utilization rate. This increase would 

“t 
the acquisition cost of 

the C-17 option by about $2.3 billion and raise ts annual operating and 
support cost by about $186 million. On the other hand, if the Air Force 
buys the C-6 to alleviate its airlift shortfall, it may need 46 more G6s 
than the 181 planned. This increase would raise the C-6 option’s acquisi- 
tion cost by about $3.6 billion and annual operating and support cost by 
about $466 million. 

I 

/ Reaching the 66 MTM/ The Air Force structured both the G6 and C-17 alternatives to meet its 

/ day Goal 
intertheater delivery requirement of 66 MTM/$ as well as an additional 
4 MTM/day to be withheld for JC23 contingency purposes: as shown in 
tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

I 
Tabk 4.1: Intwthoakr Alrllfl Capablllty 

I 

I 
llndor C-S Altemathw Number of I 

Aircraft typo 
oporatlonal 

rlrcmtt ipx$ 1: 

To~;~Y;; 

alrcraft typa 
C-5 (exmting) 110 0.1710 10 81 
c-161 -. 180 0.0330 594 
KC-10 57 ~ o.oeo7 4.H 
CRAF w I 0.1546 13% 
Withheld for JCS . . (4 of 

C-5 (new) 
Total 

Yquivalent wide-body aircraft 

155 0 1710 26.H 
888 ; 66.91 

6As lta airlift cwability increm, the Air Force has opted to wl$hokl4 m/day rather than a full 
10 percent of that capabutt~ ror JCS contingenci~. 
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Table 4.2: hlmthaw Alflm capmlty 
uljdof c-17 AlbrMnw Numbor ol 

OTz!z: pdi%!2 

Total MTM/ 

n 
day ~@r 

-fivP. rlrcraR type 
C-5 (existing) 110 0.1710 1881 
c-141 180 0.0330 5.94 
KC-10 57 0.0807 4.50 
CRAF 88. 0.1548 1330 
Withheld for JCS . . (4.W 

c-17 
Tbtal 

Yquivabnt wide-body aircraft 

180 0.1620 27 38 
613 36.01 

The MTM/~ contribution of each aircraft to the inter-theater goal is cal- 
culated by multiplying its average airspeed, productivity factor, average 
payload, and utilization rate. The average airspeed ia less than the air- 
craft’s cruising speed because it takes into account taxiing, ascending, 
and descending. The productivity factor reflects the fact that an aircraft 
normally carries cargo to its destination and then returns empty. An 
average payload is used to recognize that most missions do not use the 
aircraft’s full capacity. Among these factors, the utilization rates, or the 
number of hours per day that each aircraft is expected to fly, have been 
most controversial. Therefore, we focused our analysis on utilization 
rates.6 

Each aircraft has three utilization rates: (1) the peacetime rate, based on 
the hours the aircraft is used in routine day-to-day operations (generally 
training) during non-emergency periods, (2) the surge rate, baaed on the 
projected hours of use during the first 46 days of a cimflict, and (3) the 
sustained rate, based on the expected hours of use for resupplying oper- 
ational forces after the initial 46day surge period. h 

Peacetime utilization rates are usually based on the Qaining hours 
required to maintain the capability to respond to wartime needs. On the 
other hand, both the surge and sustained utilization rates are based on 
projections of the time the aircraft will be available during wartime for 

4n coA& on a draft of this report, Lo&heed stated that, in lta view, the G6’s average payload 
ehculdbeincreased became of the results of Air Force testing conducted over the past few years. We 
foundthat.theAirForcehadimmMuUy denmmaMthattheC-6could,undercertainconditiona, 
carry header bade. However, Air Force offici& emphasize that mabt oloadsreachtheallmms 

(?Lre volume capadty well before ita maximum paylcad ha8 to be considered fore, even if the condi- 
tions were pment to pemdt the cd to safely operate with a maximum payload, that would have 
only a small impact on the C-6’s average payload. 
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W&heater airlift missions. Key factors in these dalculat$ons are air- 
borne time, loading and unloading time, ground maneuvering time, ser- 
Wing time, and the frequency and extent of requhd aircraft 
maintenance. Elecause the 66 hrr~/dry goal is bawd on the Air Force’s 
surge requirement, the remainder of this discusion will focus on Air 
Force estimates of the surge utilization rate. 

Surge Utilization Rates Each aircraft’s surge utilization rate is different &cause of different 
loading/unloading and ground maneuvering capabilities as well as dif- 
ferent maintenance requirements. Because the C-17 and C-6 aircraft fly 
at approximately the same speed, the airborne time per sortie for each is 
about the same. However, a difference in an afrcrkft’s ground time-for 
any purpose--can have a significant impact on utilization rates. For 
example, the C-1795 surge utilization rate for intertheater airlift has 
been pro, ected at 16.66 hours per day compared v&h the G6’s 12.6 
hours. The G17’s higher rate is important because it partially offsets 
the G6’s greater payload capability-although each C-17 sortie may 
contain a smaller cargo load, the G17 is expected to make more sorties 
per day than the C-6. The G17’s utilization rate is higher than the G6’s 
because of its expected better reliability and maintainability and ground 
maneuvering capabilities. As discussed below, even small changes in 
surge utilization rates have a significant effect on the number of aircraft 
needed to reach the 66 MTM/~~Y airlift goal. 

Additional C&I May Be Although a G6 surge utilization rate of 12.6 hours per day historically 

Nqeded to Meet 
has been used for planning purposes, the Air Force has recently con- 
cluded, baaed on computer simulations, that a 11 .O hour rate is more 

Intertheater Airlift realistic for the C-6 because of ramp space limitations at many airfields 

Goal 
and its high maintenance requirements. The lower utilization rate 
reduces the intertheater contribution of each C-6 from 0.171 to 0.161 b 
~~~/day. This reduction affects not only the intertheater airlift capa- 
bility of G6s now in the inventory but also the contribution of future 
C-68 in meeting the airlift goal of 66 MTM/~~Y. Acbrdingly, the Air Force 
would attain only about 60 MTM/&LY under the G6 alternative as 
reflected in the Airlift Master Plan’s option C, and 40 additional opera- 
tional GSs will be needed above the 166 estimated to be needed to reach 
the 66 nrrnqday goal, as shown in table 4.3. 

, ’ 



Trbk 4.9: Impact ot Roduwd C-S 
Utillratlon Rat0 on Intwthortor Alrlltt 
aOrl 

, 

Alrcrdt typo 
C-5 (existing) 
c-141 
KC-10 
CRAF 
Withheld for JCS 

Numkr of 
opontlonal 

WoMt 
110 
180 
57 
88. 

. 

plz%i n 
0.1510 
0.0330 
0.0807 
0.1545 

. 

Total MTM/ 
day ~@r 

alrcraft type 
18.81 
5.94 
480 

13.30 
(4 00) . , 

C-5 (new) 158 0.1510 23.58 
ClubtoW . . 60.01 

C-5 (additional needed) 40 0.1510 804 
Tot81 636 66.05 

Yquhmlent wide-body aircraft. 

In order to have 40 additional operational aircraft, the Air Force would 
have to buy 46 C-69, including 6 trainers or backups. The additional air- 
craft, assuming they are procured following acquisition of the 181 G6s 
in option C, would cost about $3.6 billion in fiscal year 1986 dollars. If 
they were used in Active/Reserve Associate squadrons, the additional 
operation and support costs for these C-69 would be about $466 million 
per year. More than 6,700 additional personnel would be needed to 
operate and support these aircraft. 

Additional C-17s May Although the Air Force’s projected surge utilization rate of 16.66 hours 

Be Needed to Meet 
@t&heater Airlift 
Goal 
, I I 

per day for the G17 has been challenged by some as unrealistically 
high, such a rate has been achieved, at least for short periods of time, by 
civilian cargo aircraft operating under contract to DOD. Nonetheless, the 
Air Force does not plan to use the G17 purely for inter-theater airlift. By 
virtue of its direct delivery and intratheater shuttle capabilities, the 
C-17 is expected to provide an additional 7,000 tons per day to the 
existing intratheater airlift capability. In contrast, the 180 G13Os to be 
retired would have provided about 3,200 tons per day of intratheater 
airlift capability. However, time spent by the C-17 performing 
intratheater missions takes away from its intertheater airlift capability. 

, 

In their utilization rate projections, the Air Force assumes that about 70 
percent of the G17 fleet will make intertheater direct deliveries to for- 
ward operating locations and that about 80 percent of those aircraft will 
also make one intratheater shuttle mission. The intratheater shuttle 
would probably involve flying from the forward operating location, 

. 



where the initial intertheater delivery was made, $o a main operating 
base to pick up additional cargo and then flying t%j a forward operating 
location to deliver the cargo prior to returning to the United States. 

i Intratheater Shuttle May 
Have Significant Impact on 
C-17 Intertheater 
Utilization Rate 

Impact of ILower Cl7 utiIiz&on 
IRatE! 

Considering the additional distance to be flown for intratheater shuttle 
missions, the Air Force has reduced the C-17 utillaation rate from 16.66 
to 16.2 hours per day. (All of the Air Force calculations of the C-17’s 
MTM/~~Y capability were based on 16.2 hours per &y.) However, it is 
likely that the C-17 intertheater utilization would be lower than 16.2 
hours per day if the Air Force fully factored in the additional time, over 
and above the flying time, needed to perform intratheater shuttle mis- 
sions. For example, additional time wilI be need to (1) load the air- 
craft for the intratheater mission, (2) maneuver 

1 
the ground prior to 

takeoff, (3) maneuver on the ground at destinati , and (4) unload the 
aircraft. This nonflying time would reduce the C-17’s intertheater utili- 
zation rate. 

Air Force officials also told us that the G17’s utihzation rate of 16.2 
hours per day may be too high, and the Air Force plans to recalculate it 
after some questions on the extent of the aircraft’s role in intratheater 
airlift have been resolved. For example, one unresolved question is the 
extent to which the C-17 should be used for M&heater shuttle mis- 
sions, such as moving sealift forces to forward operating locations or 
repositioning forces from one location to another, Such open questions 
may not be resolved and a new G17 utilization r 

k 
determined until the 

Worldwide Intratheater Mobility Study is compl d (see p, 12). 

Our analysis suggests that a more realistic utilization rate for the G17 
may be closer to 14.4 hours per day than the 16.2 hour rate. The differ- , 
ence is attributable to our use of different assumIMons for unloading 
time and unscheduled maintenance time. In its calculations, DOD uses a 
ndnimum time to unload the aircraft while we believe it is more realistic 
to assume that the minimum time wiII not always be achievable and that 
an average time would be more appropriate. Also, because the takeoff 
and landing for each sortie are more stressful on the aircraft than the 
hours flown, the additional takeoff and landing mvolved in an 
M&heater shuttle wiII result in more unscheduled maintenance than 
would result from the additional flight time associated with the 
intratheater shuttle. Therefore, we estimated ur&cheduIed maintenance 
time based on the number of sorties to be flown In the Air Force’s orig- 
inal calculation of the C-17’s pure intertheater utihzation rate of 16.66 
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hours per day, it estimated unscheduled maintenance time based on the 
number of sorties flown. However, in its recalculation of the C-17 utili- 
zation rate to reflect the impact of the intratheater shuttle, the Air Force 
estimated unscheduled maintenance time based on the number of hours 
to be flown. 

At a 14.4 hour surge rate, the intertheater contribution per C-17 would 
be reduced from 0.162 to 0.144 MTM/day. With that change and the 
reduced utilization rate of the G6s in the inventory, the Air Force would 
reach only about 62 MTM/day under the C-17 alternative as currently 
structured. Therefore, an additional 26 operational C-179 would be 
needed to reach the 66 MTM/day intertheater goal, as shown in table 4.4. 

Tablo 4.4 Impact on Intwthoator Airlift 
Opal of Reducing C-17 Surge Utilltatlon Number of Total MM/ 
R/lte to 14.4 Howe Per Day 

Aircraft type 
operational MM/da day per 

alrcratt per alrcra n. alrcraft type 
I C-5 (existing) 110 0 15108 1661 

c-141 180 00330 594 

KC-10 57 0 0807 460 

CRAF 86b 0 1546 1330 

Withheld for JCS . . (4 001 

C-17 (onginal quantities) 180 0 1440 25 92 
Subtotal . . 62.37 

C-17 (addItIonal needed) 25 01440 360 

Total 638 65.97 

Vk~~eed based on 11 0 hour per day surge utilization rate 

bEqulvalent wide-body aircraft 

To maintain 26 additional operational aircraft, the Air Force would have 
to buy 29 additional C-17s-including 4 trainers or backups. Assuming 
that these additional aircraft are procured following the acquisition of 
the 210 G17s in option D, they would cost about $2.8 billion in fiscal 
year 1986 dollars. If these aircraft are deployed in Active/Reserve Asso- 
ciate squadrons, their additional operation and support cost would be 
about $186 million per year in fiscal year 1986 dollars. Also, an addi- 
tional 2,400 personnel would be needed to operate and support these 
aircraft. 
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As shown in table 4.6, the reduction in utilization rates and corre- 
sponding increase in aircraft quantities have the effect of increasing the 
life-cycle cost advantage of the C-17 alternative. 

lablo 4.6: Comprrlaon of C-5 and C-17 
Llk-Cycle Coota When Roducod 

1 Utlllration Ratoa An Con8ldwod (Fiscal 
Year 1986 Dollars) 

I 

1 

I 

I I 

! Uncertainty 
Concerning Use of 
KC-10s for Airlift 
Versus Aerial 
Refueling 

According to the Airlift Master Plan, the Strategic Air Command would , 
acquire and maintain a fleet of KC-10 aircraft, which are capable of car- 
rying cargo, aerial refueling, or both. Although it has yet to be decided 
if, when, and/or how many KC-109 would be made available to MAC for 
airlift purposes, the Air Force expects the KC-10 fleet to have a cargo- 
carrying capability of 4.6 MTM/day. 

To the extent that the KC-109 are used primarily for aerial refueling, 
however, the Air Force’s inter-theater airlift capability would be less 
than stated and the overall shortfall greater. If, for example, only half 
of the KC-10 fleet’s projected airlift capability were made available to 
MA(=, there would be an additional airlift shortfall of 2.3 MTM/&~. To fill 

Annual 
Total 

acqulrltlon 
operating 

tort 
and w$ 

C-17 altematlva 
239 C-178 $28 7 $1.53 
All other aircraftC 0 298 

TOWI $28.7 $4.61 

C-S rltomatlve 
227 C-58 $19.5 $223 
198 c-130s 35 035 
All other aircraftC 0 298 

Total $23.0 SS.S6 

Difference 6.7 ($1 Q5) 

“When all alrcraft are fully deployed 

bAcqulsltton cost plus 30 years of operatlon and support cost 

CExpected to ba In the aIrlift Inventory as of fiscal year 2000 

30-year life- 
cycle co& 

$74 6 

894 

$164.0 

$864 
140 

89 4 
Sl8%8 

($25.8) 

Because of the unanswered questions on, among other things, the extent 
of the C-1793 intratheater role, the intertheater utilization rate of the 
C-17 is uncertain. We estimate that the C-17 surge utilization rate that 
would result in the C-17 alternative’s life-cycle costs equalling the C-6 
alternative’s life-cycle costs would be about 10.7 hours per day. 
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such a gap, at least 14 C-B, 16 C-17s, or 29 KC-10s (all operational air- 
craft) would have to be procured at a cost ranging from $1.3 to $2.0 
billion (fiscal year 1986 dollars). Annual operating and support costs 
would increase by S 119 million to 8 169 million. Also, approximately 
1,200 to 2,000 additional personnel would be needed to support these 
aircraft. 

For carrying cargo, the KC-10 has some limitations in terms of military 
utility. Although it can carry more pallets than the C-17, the KC-10 can 
carry neither outsize equipment nor all oversize equipment. More impor- 
tant to the Air Force, the KC-10 is able to land only at large airfields, 
and unloading it is time consuming and requires specialized materials 
handling equipment, which may not always be available.7 

&ability of CRAF’ to 
F’kovide Additional 

The alternatives considered in the Airlift Master Plan appear unlikely to 
meet the intertheater airlift goal of 66 MTM/day. In commenting on DOD’S 
ability to obtain additional intertheater airlift capability, a key DOD offi- 

Intertheater Capability cial on airlift matters told us that it is unlikely that additional airlift 
capability can be obtained from the CRAF program beyond that already / expected. In fact, we were told that DOD may have some difficulty in 
achieving the currently projected annual intertheater airlift contribution 
of 13.3 Mm/day from the CRAF program. The airlines are replacing older 
aircraft that were in the CRAF program with more fuel-efficient aircraft 
that are smaller and less capable for the large volume, long distance 
cargo missions required. 

cionclusion The wartime surge utilization rates used by the Air Force for both the 
C-6 and G17 appear to be too high. As a consequence, to reach its 66 
MTM/day goal, the Air Force will probably have to acquire, operate, and b 
support more aircraft under either the C-6 or the C-17 alternative. 

Agency Comments and DOD agrees that more G17s will be needed to make up for the reduced 

GAO Evaluation 
utilization rate of the C-6s already in the inventory. However, DOD noted 
that we did not present any analysis in our draft report to support a 
reduced utilization rate for the C-17. We agree and have included an 
explanation in the report of the differences in assumptions used in our 
calculation of a reduced C-17 utilization rate. 

‘For a dkuwion of shortages of materials handling equipment, see e Airlift Improvh! Man- 
*ment of h-craft Loading *rations, GAO/NSLW-S7-6, Oct. !B,lOS6 
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We continue to believe that our basis for pro. ecth~$ the C-1723 utilization 
rate (discussed on page 44) is reasonable. With the exception of our use 
of different factors for unloading and unschedulqd maintenance time, 
we used the same basic methodology employed by DOD to calculate a dif- 
ferent C-17 surge utilization rate. 
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Appendix I 

Comments From the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition 

, 

Nbte: GAO comments 
sqpplementing those in the 
rwrt text appear at the 
end of thla appendix 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20101 

ACOUISITION 

Mr. Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
National Security ant 

International Affairs Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
441 ci Street, N.k. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear 1*1r. Conahan: 

This is the Department of Defense (DOD) resbonse to the 
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, “MILITARY AIRLIFT: 
AIR FORCE ANALYSIS SUPPORTS ACQUISITION OF C-17 IRCRAFT,” dated 
December 1986 (GAO Code 392206), OSD Case 7197. 

l 

This letter and 
enclosure confirm the official oral comments pr vided to your 
staff at the January 30 meeting and by telephon on February 4. 

The DOD concurs that I... the C-17 . . . sho’ld provide 
overall advantages to the Air Force over the C- , including lower 
life cycle cost8.” The DOD does not, however, ! gree with some of 
the data used to support several of the GAO findings. 
Specifically, the DOD differs with the number 04 replacement 
C-1306 and C-5 flying hours in the C-5 alternative; the C-141 
acquisition and operating and support costs in the C-141 life 
extension alternatives; the lower utilization rhte and the number 
of additional C-178 required in the C-17 altetnbtive; and 
difficulty in reaching the CRAF objective. 

The encloeure provides the DOD comments in’detail. In 
addition, on January 30 the Department separateby provided your 
staff with an annotated copy of the draft report, indicating 
technical corrections and recommended clarificdtions. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
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Now pp 2, 10-11, 13-14 

6AO DRAFT REPORT - DATED DECEMBER 31, 1986 
(MO CODE 392206) OSD CASE 7197 

l HILITARY AIRLIFT: AIR FORCE ANALYSIS 
SUPPORTS ACQUISITIDN OF C-17' 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS 

l **** 

FINDINGS 

FINDING A: Types Of Aircraft. The GAO reported that 
alrlift is normally classified as either intertheater (from 
one theater of -operation to another) or intratheater 
(operations within a theater). The GAO noted that, 
currently, intertheater airlift operations would be 
conducted b 

f 
C-5, C-141, KC-10 and the Civil Reserve Air 

Fleet (CRAF . The GAO also noted that after the troops and 
equipment arrive in the theater via airlift, sealift, or 
prepositionlng, intratheater alrlift--currently c-130 
aircraft--transport them between main operating bases or 
seaports and forward operating locations. The GAO observed 
that the C-17 is needed for additional long-range airlift 
capabllity, and that over the next 5 years, the Air Force 
plans to request about $14 billlon to develop and buy the 
c-17. (pp. 2-3, p. lo/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR 

FINDING B: Intertheater And Intratheater Airlift 

~iif~.heanGdAoor:~~~IIt:ohnqtnat.owhdr:he':b",fdtphreo~i~ ix 
acceptable U.S. -response' to military contingencies in the 
1990s ( the Defense Authorization Act of 1981 required the 
DOD to better define overall U.S. mobility requirements. 
The GAO also noted that a resulting study published in April 
l%&, known as the Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study 

concluded that the DOD needed an intertheater 
airlif; capability of a minlmum of 66 million-ton miles per 
day (MTM/day). The GAO reported that after arriving in a 
theater by airlift and/or sealift, equlpment and troops 
often have to be reshipped by lntratheater transportation 
(such as alrcraft, rail, or truck) to a location where they 
can be organized into flghting units. The GAO also observed 

ENCLOSURE 

1 
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Howon pp 12-13. 
1 

'Nowonpp 16-20. 

that althou h 
P 

the DOD considers the current inventory of C- 
130s to be nadcquate to support its fntratheater deployment 
and resupply requirements, the need for more lntratheather 
airllft has not been well uantified. 

x 
The GAO noted that, 

as a result, the fntratheat er mobility requirement is bein 
i;;d;;;,but the study is not expected to be completed unti 4 

e . (pp. 11-12/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR 

Intertheather Airlift C~pabilltics and 
td tht fll 1 tn cwU5 

begayptol Xnalyzi hoi bz!t"io ilcrease 
airlift capabflfty to meet the 66 MTMlday 

goal. The GAO noted that the study culminated in the 
publication in 1983 of the Airlift Master Plan, and included 

assessment of 
:~pabilftfes. 

existing and projected DOD airlift 
The GAO reported that the study concluded 

shortfalls in intertheater airlift capability for FY 1983 to 
be 37.3 MTM/day, and projected shortfalls for FY 1989 to be 
17.5 MTM/day and for FY 2000 at 27.0 MTM/day., The GAO also 
reported that to obtain the additional 27 MTMlday needed by 
FY 2000, the Air Force recommended in its 1983 Airlift 
Master Plan that the C-17 be developed and produced, The 
GAO observed that, according to the DOD,: the C-17 is 
expected to modernize the airlift fleet and improve U.S. 
capabilfty to rapidly project, reinforce, and sustain combat 
forces worldwide. (pp. 12-14/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR 

0 FINDING 0: Alternatlve Force Strut tures Analyzed. The GAO 
reported that In September 1983 respondi ; to the CMMS 
results, the Air Force published its Airlff~gMaster Plan on 
how to increase its intertheater airlift capabflities and 
how to modernize its airlift forces. The GAO noted that the 
Air Fo;;~ evaluatefdn s:;r;;ternative force structures, which 
were equal of their intertheater airlift 
capability, with three alternatives based on buying 
additional C-5s and three based on developfn and buying the 
c-17. The GAO reported that the Air Force s lected the C-17 
alternative as its airlift force structure the FY 1998 
time frame. The GAO concluded that by Ithe Air Force 
selecting this option, in effect, it envisions eventually 
replacing the remaining C-141s with additional C-17s as 
they are retired in the FY 2010 to 2015 timeftame. 
(pp. 17-22/GAO Draft Report) 

2 



N?w on pp 2-322-26. 

0 

0 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR 

FINDING E: Mllltary Utility. The GAO noted that the Air 
ce 

wfrh 
m ana sea its experience in operating the C-5 

tChi 'parro\ected 'performance of the C-17. The GAO found 
that the C-17 offers the potential to provide greater 
military utility than the C-5. According to the GAO, 
although the C-5 is a very capable aircraft, it cannot match 
the C-17's expected capability to land and operate at a 
wider range of airfields closer to the battle area. The GAO 
also found that this capability to routinely direct deliver 
should reduce the time it takes to position forces to meet 
wartime needs. The GAO reported that, according to the Air 
Force, it will routinely use the C-17 for direct deliveries, 
including deliveries to potentially hostile areas and this 
is the key to achieving full benefits from the C-17. The 
GAO observed that while there remains concern about whether 
the Air Force will expose such an expensive aircraft to 
potential enemy fire, it is the Air Force stated position 
the aircraft will be used when and where the situation 
justifies the risk. The GAO reported it is also the Air 
Force position that the flexfbility provided by the C-17 to 
use alternative airfields is not just desirable, it is 
necessary because of (among 
base congestion. 

other things) main operating 
The GAO concluded that perhaps the most 

critical assumption in the Air Force analysis involves the 
use of the C-17 for routine direct delivery to forward 
airfields during wartime, 
hostile areas. 

including its use in potentially 
Further, the GAO concluded that such use 

sfgnificantly contributes to the military utility advantage 
of the C-17, as well as to its life cycle cost and personnel 
requirements advantages. The GAO concluded that with the C- 
17's expected ability to routinely direct deliver all types 
of cargo as well as to perform some intratheater shuttle 
missions, the Air Force should be able to retire some older 
C-130 aircraft without replacement and without degrading 
intratheater airlift capability. 
50/GAO Draft Report) 

(pp. 3-5, pp. 24-31, p. 

OoD POSITION: CONCUR 

FINDING F: Increases In Capability The GAO found that 
because the C-5 Is being produced aid the first C-17 will 
not enter the inventory until 1991, the C-5 alternative 
would allow the Air Force to increase its airlift capability 
more quickly. The GAO found, however, that in its analysis 
the Air Force programmed a higher peak production rate for 
the C-17 as compared to the C-5, so that both would reach 

3 
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b Comment 1. 

the 66 MM/day goal at about the same time. The GAO 
observed that because Lockheed has the necessary plant 
capabIlity, it Is feasible to produce the C-5 earlier than 
projected by the Air Force. The GAO also fOund that with 
equal productlon rates, the C-5 alternative would, In fact 
reach the 66 MTM/day goal 5 years earller than the C-1$ 
alternative. 
Report) 

(pp. 3-5, pp. 33-35, pp. 50-51/GAO Draft 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR. The GAO analyzed the case of equal 
production rates (24 per year for the C-5B and the C-17Al 
A more approprlate comparison would be at the maxImu; 
tooling capacity rate for each aircraft, 30 for the C-58 and 
36 for the C-17A, which leads to each alternative reaching 
the goal more rapidly with the aTfference only belng 3 
years. 

0 FINDING 6: Life Cycle Costs. The GAO noted that in the Air 
)orce updated cost 11 

19Bin:o:fa;;1 
the C-17 alternative was $26.3 

billion (in FY 
basls than the C-5 alternative. 

less costly on a life cycle 
Based on its review of the 

Air Force analyses, the GAO found that the C-17 alternative 
;,hi,uld be less costly than the C-5 alternative on life cycle 

although the cost savings may not be as great as 
state4 by the Air Force ($12.8 rather than $26.3 billion). 
Speclfically, the GAO found that higher CS17 acquisition 
COStS could be more than offset by lower' operating and 
support costs, resulting In lower C-17 life cbcle costs than 
the C-5 alternative. The GAO also found that the C-17 is 
expected to be much more fuel efficient than the C-5 and 
requjre signlflcantly less maintenance, and the warranty 
provisions incorporated in the C-17 contract could help 
ensure that the C-17 will achieve projected reliability and 
malntafnabllity requlrements. The GAO observed, however, 
most of the C-17 life cycle cost advantage results from its 
expected capability to routinely direct dell;ver to forward 
operating locations and perform some intratheater shuttle 
missions. The GAO also reported that the Air Force's 
updated analysis shows a difference in Cdl30 quantities 
between the C-5 and c-17 alternatives of only 144 
operational aircraft rather than the la0 operational 
aircraft referred to In the Airlift Master 1Plan. The GAO 
concluded that the Air Force plan to purchase 198 C-130s (18 
are for trainers and backup) to replace 180 operational C- 
130s to be retired under the C-5 alternative is not 
appropriate. The GAD noted that, if 144 operational C-130s 
were replaced under the C-5 alternative, only 158 C-130s 
(includes 14 trainer/backup aircraft), rathpr than 198 C- 
13Os, would have to be purchased, The GAO lconcluded that, 

A 
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Nodonpp 327-34 

See Comment 1 
I 

at current c-130 unit cost, the C-5 alternative's 
acqulsltlon costs would be about $1 bllllon less in fiscal 
year 1986 dollars than estlmated by the Air Force. The GAO 
further reported that the Air Force, In Its updated cost 
analysis, went into great detall in estimating the operatjng 
and support costs of the alrllft force structure under the 
C-5 and C-17 alternatives. The GAO, however, did not concur 
In some of the Air Force's cost estimating assumptions. In 
addltion, the GAO found that with the routine direct 
dellvery capabllity, some older C-130s would not have to be 
replaced under the C-17 alternatlve as they are retired. 
The GAO concluded that the life cycle costs savings 
associated with fewer C-130s are a major contributor to the 
life cycle cost advantage of the C-17, and to its lower 
personnel requirements. The GAO further concluded that even 
If the older C-130s needed to be replaced under the C-17 
alternative the life cycle costs for the C-17 alternative 
would still be slightly less than for the C-5 alternative. 
The GAO also concluded that unless the Air Force cost and 
performance projections for the C-17 prove to be highly 
optimistic, lower operating and sl;pppor; {osts should offset 
Its higher acqulsltion costs. . - , pp. 
50-51/GAO Draft Report) 

35-44, pp. 

DOD POSITION: PARTIALLY CONCUR. The GAO reduction in the 

TrF= 
-130s requlred under the C-5 alternatlve is not 

The Airlift Master Plan (ALMP) 
intratheater 

requires that the 
airllft capability not fall below 91100 

tons/day. To malntain this capability under the C-5 
alternative, 522 C-130s are required, which necessitates 
procurlng 198 new C-130s. The Air Force reduction of 
40 C-130s ( 198 to 158 1 is an lnitlal step in implementing 
the ALMP in anticipation of receipt of the C-17s and is not 
a valid basis for use in the C-5 alternative. Additionally, 
;;'ur GA~at,'v'",',~tly70us~~ a~helnappropriate~y5s1~~inC-~heflylng 

existing - c-5 
alternative. Combined with the C-130 quantity matter, the 
$12.8 bllllon figure would become $22.8 billion, not much 
different than the Air Force $26.3 billion figure. It is to 
be noted that all cost analyses were done durfng the Fall of 
1986 and do not reflect any changes that have subsequently 
occurred. Speclflcally, the DOD notes that the 'life cycle 
;;;:a;: the C-17 has Increased by $0.4 billion in FY 1986 

acquisition 
Thls increase results from an irlcrease in 

costs ( due prfmarily to a reestimate of 
recurrin 

0 
aircraft production costs. The increase has 

negllgib e effects on all calculations, observations, and 
conclusions reached In the GAO report. 

A 
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'Nowonpp.3637. 

0 FINDING H: Manpower Requirerants. The GAO reported that 
ne c ir w alternatr c Ia require 

personnel than the Cr: al&native. 
about 11,000 fewer 

The 6AO found that over 
one-half of the estimated personnel ravings would result 
from not replacing some older C-1301 as theb are retired. 
The GAO observed that the slgnlflcantly improred reliability 
and maintainability projected for the C-17 is the key reason 
for fewer maintenance personnel. (pp. 4-5, pp* 45-46, 
p. 51/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR. The DOD notes that bqsed on the 180 
vice 144 ~-130s (see DOD position of Finding 61, the C-17 
alternative would require about 13,000 fewer personnel. 

0 FINDING I: Force Strblllty. The GAO found that while the 
primary objective of tn Airlift Master Plan yas to design a 

Air Force also wanted to stabilize the number of aircra;tt!E 
force structure to meet the intertheater airlift goal 

Its airlift force. The GAO also found that the Air Force 
expected to avoid the costs of 
deactivations, 

airbase activations, 
and facility construction by maintaining a 

force size and unit structure comparable to that of the 
current active and reserve airlift units, The GAO noted 
that the airlift mals:;; plan 
changes have taken 

was prepared in 1983 and 

updated FY 1989 pro action, 9 
The GAO observed that using an 
the C-17 alternative results in 

a force structure of 869 aircraft--slightly smaller than the 
887 aircraft in the FY 1989 projection mace in the 1983 
report. The GAO found that, on the other hand, the updated 
FY 1989 projection for the C-5 alternative4 including the 
replacement of the older C-13Os, results in 102 more 
aircraft to operate 
Report) 

and support. (PP. 46-48/GAO Draft 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR. The DOD notes that based on the 180 
vice 144 C-13Os, 138 more aircraft are required. 

0 FINDINC J: Hoderniri ng The Force. The GAD observed that 
h Al F bj tl f modernizing its airlift force 

intolvtrs p~r~~ip~ll~th?n~ed to retire a portion of the 
C-141 fleet while reducing the use of the remaining C-141s. 
The GAO noted that some have recommended that the Air Force 
extend the life of the C-141s, thereby reducing the number 
of C-17s or C-55 to be acquired. The GAO found that while 
it may be possible to extend the service life on the C-141, 
a complete analysis of the necesary actions and costs has 
not been done. The GAO concluded that even If the C-141 
service life is extended, a C-141 replacemenb would still be 
needed in the 2010-2015 time frame at curreht usage rates. 
(pp. 48-49/GAO Draft Report) 
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Nod~on pp 3-4,40-42 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR. The DOD observes, however, that the 
cost calcuTations should have taken Into account the 
acquisition and operating and support costs of the C-141 
ltfe extenslon. It would then have shown the increased life 
cycle cost due to retaining the C-141s In both the C-17 and 
C-5 al ternatj;;;he;lce the costs If the life had not been 
extended. the C-17 alternatfve under the C-141 
life extension opilon, St111 shows a conslderable cost 
saving vice the C-5 alternative. 

0 FINDIN K: Reaching The 66 MTH/Day 6orl.: The GAO found 
that regardless of Whether th Al F orce buys the C-17 or 
the C-5 to meet its Intertheater ijrllft goal the cost to 
Implement either alternatlve will most llkel; exceed the 
amount reflected in the Airlift Master Plan or in the Air 
Force updated cost estimates. The GAO observed that the 
MTMlday contr1butlon of each aircraft to the intertheater 
productivity factor, average payload, and utilization rate. 
The GAO concluded that among these factors, the utilization 
rates (or the number of hours per day that each aircraft Is 
expected to fly) are the most controversial factors. 
3-4, pp. 52-54/GAO Draft Report) 

(PP. 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR. The DOD notes that the GAO report 
ShOWS th life cycle cost to fully achieve the 66 MTM/day 
goal und:r the C-5 alternative is $37.1 billion greater than 
to reach the same goal under the C-17 plan . 

0 FINDING L: Surge Utlllzatlon Rates. The GAO observed that 
each aircraft's surge utilr tion rate is different because 
of different loadlng/unlo?dlng and maneuvering 
capablllties, 

ground 
as well as djfferent maintenance requirements. 

Because the C-17 and C-5 alrcraft fly at approximately the 
same speed, the airborne tlme for each is about the same. 
The GAO found however, a difference In an aircraft's ground 
time--for any purpose-- can have a signlflcant impact on 
ut1lizatlon rates, For example, the GAO noted that the 
;;:;'s surge utilization rate for intertheater airlift has 

projected to be 15.65 hours per day whlle the 
comparable rate for the C-5 Is 12.5 hours per day. The GAO 
found that the higher rate for the C-17 is Important because 
It partlally offsets the greater payload capability of the 
c-5. 
load, 

Although each C-17 sortie may contain a smaller cargo 

c-5. 
it Is expected to make more sorties per day than the 
In addition, the GAO found that the utllization rate 

for the C-17 is higher than the C-5 because of fts expected 
better rellablllty and malntainabllity and its better ground 
maneuvering capabllitits. The GAO concluded, however, that 
the wartlme surge utllizatlon rates used by the Air Force 

7 
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I 
Nowonpp.3-4,42. 
, 

Nowonpp.34,4243. 

for both the C-5 and C-17 art too high. The GAO further 
concluded that, as a consequence, if it is to reach Its 
66 MTMlday goal, the Air Force will likely have to acquire, 
operate and sup ort more aircraft under tither alternative. 
(pp. 54-55, p. 8 2/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: PARTIALLY CONCUR. There is no basis for 
t t1 

:e: 0: 8 th 
t the C-17 utillzation rate Is too high. 

po:ition on Finding N.) 
(Also 

0 FINDING M: Additional C-5s May Be Needed To Meet 
~nterthertw AirlIft 6081. Tht m ObStrVtd that although a 

m 
histosruir!Ali 

till tion rate of 12.5 hours per day has been 
use': for planning purposes, th 

t 
Air Force has 

recently concluded, based on computer simu ations, that a 
11.0 hour rate was more realistic for tht'C-5 because of 
ramp space limitations at many airfields, and its high 
maintenance requirements. The GAO found thst the reduction 
to the 11.0 hour rate affects not 
intertheater airlift capability because ofon\Yhe tchp5s 9","::: 
inventory, but also the contribution of future C-5s to 
meeting the airlift goal of 66 MTM/day. The GAO also found 
that under the C-5 alternative as reflected in the Airllft 
Master Plan,the Air Force would attain only about 60 MTM/day 
and 40 additional operational C-5$ will be heeded above the 
156 estimated to reach the 66 MTM/day goal, The GAO 
concluded that in order to have additional operational 
aircraft, the Air Force would have to buy 46 C-Ss--the other 
six needed for training or as backup alrcraft costing about 
$3.6 billion. (p. 4, pp. 55-56/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: CONCUR. The DOD notes that the corresponding 
additional life cycle cost is SlB.9 billion. 

0 FINDING N: Additional 
Tntetthcrter Airlfft 6081. 

C-17$ May Be Iceded To Meet 
mough th C-17’ 

utlilzatlon rate of 15.65 hours oer dav oro.itcted bysthebuiPf 
Force has been challenged by sohe as-unrealistlcaily high, 
the GAO found that such a rate has been achieved by civilian 
cargo aircr;ofwte;;;rating under contract to the DOD. The GAO 
observed, that the Air Force does not plan to 
operate the C-17 1; a purely intertheater airllft role. The 
GAO found that by virtue of Its direct delivery and 
intratheater shuttle capabilitlts, the C-17 Is expected to 
provide an additional 7,000 tons per day of intratheater 
airlift capabllity. The GAO observed, however, time spent 
by the C-17 performing intrathtattr missions takes away from 
its intertheater airllft capabllity thus providing a net 
intertheater utilization rate of 15.2 hours. The GAO also 
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Defenee for Acquidtlon 

Nowonpp 3-4,43-M 

I 
Nowonpp.40-47 

reported that, according to several Air Force officials, a 
14.0 hours 

R 
er day utilization rate for the C-17 may be more 

realistic t an the 15.2 hour rate. The GAO found that at a 
:;lO Cho5ur surge rate for the C-17 and the reduced rate for 

reduced 'from 
the !In;;riyater contribution per C-17 would be 

.140 MTM/day and an additional 31 
operational C-17 aircraft would be needed to reach the 
66 MTM/day intertheater goal, plus five needed for training 
or as backup aircraft, costing about $2.9 billion. The GAO 
concluded that because of the unanswered questions on (among 
other things) the extent of thls intratheater role, there 
remains uncertainty as to the intertheater utilization rate 
that the C-17 will be able to achieve. (p. 4, pp. 56- 
60/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD POSITION: PARTIALLY CONCUR. There is no basis for the 
A0 assertlon that a 14.0 hour utilization rate for the C-17 

may be more realistic than the 15.2 hour rate. The GAO has 
not presented any analysis to support a reduced rate. The 
only additional C-17s requlred would be those needed to 
compensate for the lower utilization rate of the C-58. 
Approxlmately 18 additional C-17s would be required at an 
additional cost of $1.5 billion for a corresponding life 
cycle cost addition of $4.8 billion, as compared to $18.9 
billion for the C-5 alternative. 

erning Use Of KC-10s For Airlift 
The GAO observed that according 

the Strateaic Air Co;mand would 
acquire and maintain a fleet of KC-lo-aircraft, which are 
capable of performing a cargo carrying role, a refueling 
role, or both. The GAO found that although it has yet to be 
decided If, when, and/or how many KC-10s would be made 
available to the Military Airlift Command (MAC) for airlift 
purposes, the Air Force expects the KC-10 fleet to have a 
;;;i; c;;;$;; capabllity of 4.6 MTMlday. The GAO also 

that to the extent that the KC-10s are used 
prlma;lly for' aerial refueling purposes, the Air Force 
Intertheater airlift capability would be less than stated 
and the overall shortfall greater. The GAO noted, for 
example, that if only one-half of the KC-10s were made 
available to MAC for the cargo role, an addltional airlift 
shortfall of 2.3 MTM/day would exist. The GAO found that to 
flll such a gap, (1) at least 140C-5s. 16-C-172, or 
2g-KC-10s (all operational aircraft) would have to be 
procured at a cost ranging from $1.3 to $2.0 billion (FY 
1986 dollars), (2) annual operating and support costs would 
increase by $119 to $159 million, and (3) from 1,200 to 
2,000 additional personnel would be needed to support these 
aircraft. (PP. 60-61/GAO Draft Report) 
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N/~on p. 47. 

SeeComment4. 
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DOD POSITION: CONCUR. 
been ass1 ntd 

R 
to airlift rlsslons in Optrt~iOntl 

The DOD observes that KC-lOs,,f;:e 

Further t t 4.6 MTMlday capability already takes inti 
account that, on the average, only two-thirds of the 
fleet's cargo carryin capacity would he utilized. Thus the 
2.3 MTMfday discusst 8 would correspond to only one-third 
;i;fifotne-half of the fleet's capability being used for 

. 

0 FIWDIWC P: Inability Of CRAF To Provide Additional 
Intertheater CapabIlIty The GAO found that $ht abll Ity Of 
th lternatl vts consrkred in the Airlift Master Plan to 
nett lthe intertheater airlift goal of 66 MTM/day appears 
unlikely. The GAO observed that in commenting on the 
abilit of the DOD to obtain additional intertheater airlift 
capabi Ity, f a key DOD official on airlift matters stated 
that it is unlikely that additional airlift capability can 
be obtained from the CRAF program. The GAO observed that, 
in fact, it was told that the DOD may have some difficulty 
in achieving the annual intertheater airlift contribution of 
13.3 MTM/day from the CRAF program. (PP. 6L-62/GAO Draft 
Report) 

DOD POSITION: PARTIALLY CONCUR. Since the time the GAO 
conducted Its onsite audit work, 
has been obtained. 

additional CRAF capability 
The latest DOD estimate ( s of November 

'Iv86 I is that CRAF wlll reach 13.8 MTM/D by F d 1989. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

0 None. 
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Comment FMm the Under lkretuy of 
Defense for Ac4@hion 

The following are GAO’S comments on the Department of Defense’s letter 
dated February 18,1987. 

GAO Comments 1. During recent discussions, DOD officials recognized that the Air Force 
had inappropriately included in its life-cycle cost analysis the recent Air 
Force action to begin implementing the C-17 alternative by reducing the 
inventory of C-130 aircraft. As a consequence, the Air Force analysis 
understated the number of G130s to be operated and supported in the 
C-6 alternative. We have changed our life-cycle cost and manpower 
assessments to reflect the proper number of C-1309 that should have 
been used for the C-6 alternative. However, we adjusted both the quan- 
tity of C-130s projected for fiscal year 1989 as well as the number of 
G130s to be retired and replaced in the G6 alternative. The C-6 alterna- 
tive still results in an increase of 102 aircraft over the fiscal year 1989 
inventory projection, but the C-17 alternative would now result in a 
decrease of 64 aircraft. 

2. For consistency and clarity, we have revised our cost calculations to 
include life-cycle costs associated with the entire airlift aircraft inven- 
tory, including the C-141 fleet. The inclusion of these costs does not 
affect life-cycle cost savings because they apply equally to each 
alternative. 

3. We have modified the language used in our example to refer to one- 
half of the KC-10 fleet’s cargo-carrying capability being made available 
to MX rather than one-half of the KGlOs being made available to MI% 
for cargo carrying. 

4. We have changed the language used in this section to clearly indicate 
that, although the current CRAF airlift capability is only about 10.0 b 
MTM/day, we are not suggesting that the Air Force will not meet the CRAF 
goal used in its analyses (13.3 MTM/~~Y) or the recently revised CRAF goal 
(13.8 MTM/~~Y). However, we are pointing out that DOD would probably 
have difficulty meeting a significantly larger CRAF goal. 
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